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Abstract 

Pigeons have been shown to follow a specific sequence of behaviour while pecking. The pecking 

motion appears to be a single continuous movement, however video analysis examined at frame 

rates slower than real-time has shown that pigeons briefly stop the movement of their head twice 

during a single peck. After the second stop, they initiate a final ballistic movement which 

terminates when they make contact with a target (Goodale, 1983). It has been hypothesized that 

during the first stop (or fixation) phase pigeons are making the decision whether or not to peck 

the target. During the second stop phase pigeons are thought to calculate finer details of the 

target such as its specific size and depth as well as program the final motor movement needed to 

make an accurate peck. The current experiment was designed to analyze the function of the 

second stop phase by varying target size. Four pigeons were trained on a task involving pecking 

at five sizes of stimuli for a food reward, and the movements of their heads and bodies were 

recorded during pecking as well as walking towards the screen where the targets appeared. The 

main hypothesis, that the duration of the second stop phase would increase as stimulus size 

decreased, was mostly supported; the data followed the hypothesized trend across all sizes of 

stimuli except the largest. Other interesting findings concerning head and body movement were 

also found, such as that pigeons appear to begin calculating the orientation of their head for the 

final peck during the first stop phase, and that the distances from the screen that the pigeons hold 

their heads at during both stop phases increase as stimulus size increases. Future directions 

expanding from these findings are proposed to further examine the function of the first stop 

phase.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 General Introduction 

Pigeons and doves belong to the family Columbidae, which includes over three-

hundred species of birds that all share similar attributes. The most common type found in 

North America today is Columba livia, or the rock pigeon. Due to pigeons’ innate 

homing abilities allowing them to return to their nests over distances of hundreds of 

kilometres, humans have used them as messengers throughout history (Allatt, 1886; 

Snyders, 2013; Walcott, 1996). Once used heavily during wartime, today they are more 

commonly used for sport racing (Johnes, 2007), and they have also proven their utility as 

a scientific laboratory animal. This is in part due to their low cost and simplicity, and 

research has also shown that their nervous system bears similarities to humans’ in 

multiple ways (discussed later in this chapter).  

Like humans, birds have highly developed visual systems. Prey-species of birds 

need to be able to detect predators as quickly and as accurately as possible, while 

predator bird species like hawks and owls have eyes that can keep large areas of the 

ground below them in focus to hunt for prey that is both small and well-camouflaged 

(Wallman & Letelier, 1993). Similarly, humans’ visual systems have developed to have 

high visual acuity that has helped us become the dominant species on Earth.  

 The current experiment examines pigeons’ behaviour during pecking, particularly 

a series of head movements that serve as visual fixations. Similar to how pigeons peck, 

humans reach forward and grasp objects with our hands (Beecher, 1951; Klein, Deich, & 
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Zeigler, 1985). Humans and other primates use their arms to move their hands towards 

objects of interest, and the hands are then capable of manipulating the objects or the 

environment to perform the desired action. Birds however lack arms, and instead rely 

heavily on their beaks for manipulating objects in their environment. Continuing along 

the comparison, their heads and necks function as the limbs that transport the beak 

towards the area or object of interest. Most specifically, the thumb and forefinger of 

primates (that often function in a pinching motion) are functionally equivalent to a bird’s 

beak (Beecher, 1951). 

The analogy is supported by research. It has been found that both the hand 

(Jeannerod, 1981) and the beak make a similar pattern of movement both in timing and in 

opening when reaching to grasp a target (Klein et al., 1985). Depending on the size of a 

target, the beak of birds (Klein et al., 1985) and the thumb and forefinger of humans 

(Jeannerod & Biguer, 1982; Jeannerod, 1981) open accordingly and accurately, and both 

actions take place before the beak or hand makes contact with the target.  

1.2 Physiology 

Although they bear similarities to humans as discussed above, it is important to 

remember that pigeons’ perceptual systems are quite different from our own. The present 

study examines pigeons’ pecking movements, which involve coordination between their 

visual and motor systems. 

The first large difference between the visual systems of pigeons and humans is the 

physical location of the former’s eyes. Pigeons’ eyes are located on either side of their 

head (as opposed to humans’, which both face frontwards) and as such each eye views a 

largely different visual field that has little overlap with the other eye. This lateral 
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placement of their eyes allows pigeons to receive visual information from a large area of 

their environment at any given time. When the need arises, such as before they initiate 

pecking movements, pigeons are also capable of converging their eyes to give themselves 

a small binocular field of view (Bloch, Rivaud, & Martinoya, 1984; Goodale, 1983; 

Wallman & Letelier, 1993).  

Normal human vision is binocular at all times, and our eyes move simultaneously 

to maintain it. Since pigeons only use binocular vision for small amounts of time and for 

specific actions, it has therefore been asked how their visual systems function during the 

rest of their lives. The short answer is that for most of the time, pigeons’ vision is 

separated between the two eyes, although it remains unknown if their brains process both 

incoming signals from the two distinct visual fields in parallel or in a rapidly alternating 

serial process.  

Since they can view a large area of their environment at any given time without 

moving their eyes, pigeons shift their eyes relatively rarely. This results in the same part 

of the visual field frequently falling on the same part of the retina, allowing different 

sections of the retina to adapt to serve different functions (Wallman & Letelier, 1993). 

One of these adaptations is that pigeons possess two foveae, which are thought to process 

visual information depending on if the animal is using binocular or monocular vision, 

which they have been shown to switch between depending on their situation (Wallman & 

Letelier, 1993; Wohlschläger, Jäger, & Delius, 1993).  

The fovea in the upper temporal quadrant of pigeons’ eyes has cones filled with 

red oil droplets, causing it to be named ‘the red area’ (Goodale, 1983; Wallman & 

Letelier, 1993). With a high ganglion cell density, it is thought to be specialized for acute, 
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binocular vision directly in front of the beak when the birds shift their eyes to have 

overlapping visual fields (Goodale, 1983; Wallman & Letelier, 1993). The other fovea, 

located centrally in the eye, is thought to be used for monocular panoramic vision.  

Another area of pigeons’ physiology that is of interest to the current study is their 

beak. Continuing the analogy to a human’s thumb and forefinger, both the top and bottom 

of pigeons’ beaks are able to open when they eat (Klein et al., 1985). The lower portion 

of the beak opens as is common in the jaws of mammals, but at the same time the upper 

beak can be opened via the m. protractor quadrati muscle, or also indirectly when the 

lower beak is opened due to connecting ligaments (Bock, 1960; Klein et al., 1985). The 

fact that both upper and lower sections of the beak open is helpful in viewing the actions 

that pigeons make with their beaks as more akin to human arm movements than to human 

jaw movements.  

From this perspective it is easier to understand the movements pigeons make 

when they peck at a target or a seed. Rather than comparing pecking to a human lunging 

forward with their neck and trying to bite something, pecking is more comparable to a 

human reaching forwards with their arm to manipulate an object. In other words, pecking 

is not a clumsy movement, but is in fact similar to the precise movements humans make 

with their arms and hands. 

1.3 General Visual Behaviour 

Following the finding mentioned in section 1.2 that both eyes of a pigeon view 

largely different fields, it has also been found that the eyes act largely independently from 

each other. As in humans, pigeons’ eyes perform saccades – short, rapid movements of 

the eye itself – when they adjust their gaze. However, whereas humans’ eyes almost 
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always saccade together with respect to direction, time, and amplitude, pigeons’ eyes do 

not, and there is a large amount of evidence that one eye often moves alone (Bloch & 

Jäger, 1988; Wohlschläger et al., 1993). 

The ability to move their eyes independently of one another fits well with the 

theory that pigeons can alternate between monocular panoramic vision and binocular 

overlapping vision. The idea put forward in line with this theory is that the purpose of the 

majority of saccades is to keep the image of objects of interest on one of the two foveae – 

the central fovea when the objects are located laterally and the red area or inner fovea 

when the objects are closer to the bird (Wohlschläger et al., 1993).   

In a more recent study however certain aspects of this line of thinking have been 

challenged. Voss and Bischof (2009) found that despite earlier claims that their eyes 

often moved alone, 95% of eye movements in zebra finches were paired. Not only that, 

but when one eye moved in one direction, the other eye was found to move 

simultaneously in the opposite direction (Voss & Bischof, 2009). Their new theory to 

account for these findings is that the opposing movement of the eyes maintains the global 

panoramic view that the bird has recently been viewing, a phenomenon the authors term 

‘oculospatial constancy’. If both visual fields have an object of interest in them, the birds 

must choose one to attend to and orient their dominant eye so that the object falls on one 

of their foveae (Voss & Bischof, 2009). While this movement happens, the other eye 

performs a counter-saccade. The authors use this finding to give evidence that birds with 

lateral facing eyes process visual information from their foveae in serial as opposed to 

parallel (Voss & Bischof, 2009). Although the study was performed on zebra finches, the 

applicability of them as an equivalent to pigeons is strong due to their similar physiology.  
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As previously defined, a saccade is a rapid movement of the eye(s) to force a 

target to remain or come into view on the fovea, and they have been studied in a variety 

of species including humans. When pigeons perform a saccade they most often do so 

while their entire head is moving, called a thrust phase (discussed in greater detail in 

section 1.4) (Gioanni, 1988; Wohlschläger et al., 1993).  

Another finding about saccades in pigeons is that their saccades are not the quick, 

direct movements found in humans. Instead, their eyes spiral around in an oscillatory 

fashion before settling on the target (Wallman & Letelier, 1993). It is thought that, like 

the movements of the head, the oscillations further help the pigeons detect specific types 

of stimuli, but more evidence for this is still needed (Wallman & Letelier, 1993). 

The physiological implications of pigeons’ ability to switch between having more 

or less binocular overlap of their visual fields is seen when studying their eye 

movements, but these findings also come paired with a behavioural phenomenon. 

Pigeons use binocular vision when viewing objects close in front of their beaks, but they 

also prefer to fixate slow moving objects with their binocular vision (Maldonado, 

Maturana, & Varela, 1988; Wallman & Letelier, 1993). Conversely, fast-moving objects 

are viewed by one eye only, giving rise to the hypothesis that the different areas of 

pigeons’ retinae are specialized not only to process objects at different distances, but also 

objects that are moving at different velocities (Maldonado et al., 1988; Wallman & 

Letelier, 1993).   

1.4 Head Movements during Walking 

Due to the physiological characteristics discussed in sections 1.2 and 1.3, pigeons 

are equipped to handle the processing of their visual world in a much different way than 
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humans are, and as a result they behave differently than mammals and even many other 

species of birds as they move throughout the world. 

Almost everyone who has seen a pigeon knows of its stereotypical ‘head-

bobbing’ walking pattern. To the unaided eye, pigeons appear to thrust their heads 

forwards and then pull them backwards as they walk around. However, the term ‘head-

bobbing’ is a misnomer. If a pigeon’s head movement is viewed slowly enough, it can be 

seen that the backwards motion is illusory. Instead of moving their heads backwards, 

pigeons thrust their head forwards and then hold it almost perfectly stationary as the rest 

of their body catches up, and once it has, the cycle repeats again (Davies & Green, 1988; 

Dunlap & Mowrer, 1930; Friedman, 1975; Necker, 2007; Troje & Frost, 2000). In this 

way, a pigeon’s head undergoes a series of rapid movements followed by stationary 

phases, while the body moves nearly constantly. 

It was once thought that the thrusting motion functioned as a balance mechanism, 

but research has shown that it is controlled exclusively by visual information (Friedman, 

1975; Frost, 1978). To prove this, Friedman (1975) placed pigeons in a series of visual 

environments that manipulated visual flow and inertial information. Pigeons were placed 

in a cylindrical cage that had various modifications to it which caused their stepping 

movements to have different effects; namely, the environment moved about them as 

normal, their visual information was fixed, or their inertial information was fixed 

(Friedman, 1975).  

The results were convincing. The pigeons were shown to head-bob when their 

visual environment changed, but the inertial information was not enough to cause head-

bobbing, and neither were leg movements (Friedman, 1975). Supporting this finding, 
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Frost (1978) obtained similar results using a treadmill. When the pigeons’ walking speeds 

were the same as the treadmill but in the opposite direction (thus causing the birds to 

remain stationary in visual space), head-bobbing movements ceased (Frost, 1978).  

Yet even knowing that the occurrence of head-bobbing depends on visual input, 

the findings above alone do not answer the question of why pigeons and some types of 

birds perform this distinct head-movement pattern while mammals and other types of 

birds do not. Part of the answer may be due to the positioning of their eyes and the way 

they view their visual surroundings. 

Pigeons can converge their eyes to give themselves a small binocular field when 

viewing the area just in front of their beak, but it is impossible for them to achieve 

binocular vision for the vast majority of their visual field. As a result, the majority of 

their vision is monocular. With no depth information able to be obtained from binocular 

vision, it is thought that the hold and thrust phases of head bobbing developed in order to 

gain as much depth information as possible when viewing their surroundings 

monocularly.  

More specifically, just as the two distinct types of phases (thrust and hold) are 

visually and mechanically different, they are thought to serve functionally different 

purposes as well. It is believed that pigeons use the hold phase – when their head is held 

stationary with respect to the environment – to detect objects (Davies & Green, 1988). 

This applies most importantly to moving objects such as predators that stand out against a 

textured background, but also includes recognition of small, stationary objects such as 

seeds (Davies & Green, 1988; Frost, 1978; Troje & Frost, 2000; Wohlschläger et al., 

1993; Zweers, 1982). 
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During the thrust phase the pigeons’ visual fields change very rapidly (Troje & 

Frost, 2000), and it is also the same phase where the majority of eye movements occur 

(Pratt, 1982; Wohlschläger et al., 1993). This rapid change when the eyes are functioning 

monocularly gives pigeons depth information from motion parallax that can’t be obtained 

from the still retinal images from the hold phase (Frost, 1978; Troje & Frost, 2000). Since 

motion parallax is a more powerful cue to depth than the other monocular depth cues, it 

stands to reason that obtaining it via the thrust phase would be a great asset to pigeons’ 

perception (Frost, 1978). 

1.5 Head Movements during Running and Flying 

Although the benefits of head-bobbing are clear, pigeons do not head-bob under 

all natural circumstances. It has been shown that head-bobbing is synced with a pigeon’s 

step cycle, and relatedly that stride length is identical to thrust distance (Necker, 2007). 

But when pigeons switch from walking to running or flying, the hold and thrust phases 

change or even disappear. 

When running or otherwise moving quickly, pigeons enter what is termed the 

flexion phase where their head is thrust forwards (Davies & Green, 1988; Green, Davies, 

& Thorpe, 1994). During this phase it was originally thought that all head-bobbing 

movements ceased and that the head was held fixed (Dunlap & Mowrer, 1930). Later 

studies however have found that head oscillations still occur, just less significantly and 

with no hold phase (Davies & Green, 1988). The speed of the hold and thrust phases 

increases proportionately to a pigeon’s velocity with respect to its visual surroundings. 

This is true until velocities of approximately 70-80 cm/s are reached, at which point the 

hold phase is abolished (Davies & Green, 1988; Troje & Frost, 2000).  
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The effects of movement speed are found regardless of whether or not the pigeon 

is moving under its own energy or being transported by an experimenter (Davies & 

Green, 1988; Dunlap & Mowrer, 1930; Necker, 2007). Similarly, the effects of 

movement speed on head-bobbing behaviour seem to hold true in flight. When flying, 

which is usually much faster than walking, pigeons again enter the flexion phase (Davies 

& Green, 1988; Green et al., 1994). Taken together, head-bobbing behaviours during 

running and flying indicate that pigeons’ head movements appear to be dependent on the 

speed of the visual environment and not on the form of locomotion that they use to travel 

through it (Davies & Green, 1988). 

Supporting this conclusion, just as pigeons have different walking speeds, so too 

do they have variable flying speeds. Their flying speed varies between takeoff and 

landing, and also changes during flight depending on how fast they choose to fly at any 

given moment. As their velocity changes so too does their head-bobbing behaviour, and 

in a similar pattern as that found during walking and running. Further, when adjusting 

course during flight, pigeons move their heads approximately 55 ms before the course 

adjustment by the rest of their body, leading to the conclusion that they may be fixating 

on their desired path (Bilo, Bilo, Müller, Theis, & Wedeking, 1985; Davies & Green, 

1988; Green et al., 1994).  

When it comes to landing, similar head movements to those found when pigeons 

are running (flexion and extension, but no hold phase) have been observed (Davies & 

Green, 1988). The conclusion is that just as in walking, pigeons use head movements to 

gain more information about the depth and other characteristics of the surface they are 

about to land on. One hypothesis put forward is that some head movement during takeoff 
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and landing may be due to mechanical forces generated from the beating of the wings 

(Aulie, 1983). However, this theory is weakened by the finding from Davies and Green 

(1988) that pigeons do not make head movements when taking off at the beginning of 

flight. As pigeons do not have much need for depth information when taking off, the lack 

of head movements during this type of movement again gives evidence for head-bobbing 

serving to provide the bird with more detailed visual information – when they do not 

need more detailed visual information, head-bobbing does not occur (Davies & Green, 

1988). 

1.6 Head Movements during Pecking 

Head movements have thus far been shown to aid pigeons in assessing their visual 

environments while walking, running, and flying, but one class of movement that is both 

frequent and vital to their survival has yet to be discussed in detail: pecking.  

Despite the amount of literature dedicated to pigeons’ head movements in every 

other regard, pecking movements have received comparatively very little attention. 

Physiologically, it has been found that lesions in the occipitomesencephalic tract (TOM) 

cause pecking and grasping to deteriorate in quality and reliability (Klein et al., 1985), 

but this does not shed light on what is happening functionally within a pecking 

movement. 

As mentioned above, prior to initiating a peck, pigeons’ shift their eyes to 

converge their visual fields (Martinoya, Le Houezec, & Bloch, 1984). This convergence 

gives them a small area of binocular overlap located in front of the beak, and the resulting 

visual images from this area fall on the red area of their retinae (Goodale, 1983). Once 

they have converged their eyes, the pecking movement as a whole is often described as 
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ballistic, but it is here where the majority of research stops. It is known that pigeons close 

their eyes sometime during the peck before their beaks make contact with an object, a 

behavior thought to have evolved to protect their eyes from debris caused by the collision 

of their beaks against the pecked surface (Delius, 1985). Following this, once the eyes are 

closed, the peck appears to therefore be in a ballistic phase that cannot be modified by 

non-existent visual information (Wohlschläger et al., 1993). 

Yet before the final ballistic movement occurs, there are crucial movements of the 

head that are frequently overlooked by researchers. Similar to the hold and thrust phase 

seen in walking and other types of locomotion, pigeons have a further subset of hold 

phases that take place during pecking movements. These phases, termed stop (or fixation) 

phases by Goodale (1983) who first discovered them, appear visually similar to the hold 

phases of walking, yet their purpose is theorized to have a more specialized function. 

The two phases are defined by examining head movements backwards from the 

final ballistic pecking movement (at the end of which the beak makes contact with a 

target). The second stop phase, termed F2, is defined as the stop phase from which the 

final ballistic movement is launched from. The first stop phase, F1, is the stop phase that 

precedes F2 (Goodale, 1983). Unlike F1 and F2, any hold phases that precede F1 show 

no consistency in duration or distance from the pecked target, and so they are considered 

to be unrelated to the peck (Goodale, 1983).  

Operating from the findings by Klein et al. (1985) concerning that the size of the 

beak opening during a peck depended on seed size, Goodale (1983) hypothesized that 

details about the target must therefore be calculated by the pigeon before the final 

ballistic movement is initiated. Two separate experiments were conducted involving 
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pecking at a key and at grain, respectively. In the first experiment it was found that 

pigeons spent approximately 141 ms in F1 which occurred at a distance of 88 mm from 

the target, 103 ms in F2 which occurred at a distance of 55 mm from the target, and 198 

ms in FN. FN denotes a stop phase which occurred at the same approximate distance 

away from the target as F1 (85 mm vs 88 mm) but that was not followed by an F2 phase. 

It was therefore marked as the termination of a pecking sequence (Goodale, 1983). In the 

second experiment it was found that pigeons spent approximately 220 ms in F1 which 

occurred at a distance of 97 mm, and 93 ms in F2 which occurred at a distance of 56 mm. 

The durations and distances of F1 differed between the two experiments as did the 

duration (but not distance) of F2, but both experiments showed the same trend of the F2 

phases being held for a shorter durations and closer to the targets than their corresponding 

F1 phases. 

The similarities in time and location between F1 and FN caused Goodale (1983) 

to conclude that pigeons are deciding whether or not to peck the target in F1 (which 

becomes FN if they decide not to). When the time spent in F2 was found to vary as a 

function of seed density in the second experiment, it was also concluded that pigeons 

were calculating information about size, depth, and location of the target while in F2, and 

that they were also programming the final ballistic movement to the seed that occurred 

after it (Goodale, 1983).  

As a whole, Goodale described the F1 and F2 behaviours as highly stereotypic. 

The pigeons held their heads in a slight rightwards turn during the stop phases, the stop 

phases always occurred before every peck, and the durations of the stop phases as well as 
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the distances of the head to the target while in the stop phases did not vary greatly within 

either of the two experiments. 

1.7 Experimental Questions, Hypotheses, and Design 

Primary Analyses 

Goodale’s 1983 experiments were the first to examine F1 and F2 in any detail, 

and while the conclusions in them are logical, no follow up work was ever performed. F1 

and F2 are mentioned briefly in some other experiments and Goodale’s hypotheses are 

sometimes vaguely supported, but they were never tested directly (Klein et al., 1985; 

Zweers, 1982). The current experiment was designed to examine F2 specifically in more 

detail, and provide either confirming evidence that pigeons are calculating finer 

information about a target in F2, or an indication that the Goodale’s (1983) interpretation 

of its function is lacking. 

The current experiment was designed to do this by using a main manipulation of 

target size. It was reasoned that if the hypothesis is correct, pigeons will spend a longer 

duration of time in F2 to calculate details about smaller stimuli than they will for larger 

stimuli. This is believed due to smaller stimuli requiring more precise final ballistic 

movements in order to be accurate. 

The main question the experiment therefore set out to answer is if F2 duration 

increases as stimulus size decreases. A long table was created for the experiment so that 

the results could connect pecking behaviour to head-bobbing behaviour. As detailed in 

Chapter 2, the experimental design forced the pigeons to walk towards the area where the 

targets they would peck were located, where they then came to a stop and initiated a 

series of pecks while standing still. A secondary question therefore was if various 
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qualities (such as the distance of F1 and F2 from the stimulus) of the first peck at the end 

of a walking movement would differ from the pecks that were initiated when the birds 

were standing still.  

Secondary Analyses 

The experiment also yielded an abundant amount of information on F1 durations 

as well as body and head movements pigeons made during pecking. Due to this, a series 

of measurements regarding these variables are presented to give a better understanding of 

pigeons’ behaviour as a whole while they peck. 

Order of the Presented Results 

After giving a grand overview of pecks and pecking performance, the results 

section (Chapter 3) presents the measurements and analyses in the same progression as an 

experimental trial. It begins with a description of the pigeons’ body movements (which 

represents the pigeons as entire units) as they approach the screen; the distance they stand 

from the screen while pecking, and the amount of displacement their bodies make during 

F1 and F2. The presented measurements then move to the more precise movements of the 

head and examine its distance from the screen during the hold phases as well as its angles 

of rotation during F1, F2, and when the pigeons’ beaks make contact with the target. 

After the head movements and how it is oriented are described, the final phases of a peck 

(the durations of F1 and F2) and how they differ over different aspects of stimulus size 

and presentation are examined.  

In this way, the order of analyses also examines broader and larger-sized 

observations (those that deal with the body) first, and progresses to very specific and 
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small-scale observations (the F1 and F2 durations, which are the analyses that the 

experiment was designed to analyze) at the end.  

1.8 Overview 

Chapter 2 details the methods and procedure employed in the current study, 

Chapter 3 describes the results obtained regarding head and body movements, and 

Chapter 4 discusses the impact of these findings as well as the limitations of the current 

study and directions for future research. 
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Chapter 2 

Methods 

2.1 Subjects 

The subjects of this study were four (three male and one female) rock pigeons, 

Columba livia. There were originally six birds selected for the study (three male and 

three female) however two females did not perform the final stage of the experiment 

when motion-capture markers were placed on them, thus making it impossible to record 

their performance. All birds were originally obtained from pigeon breeders in Ontario 

(Limestone City Fliers), and were selected from the population kept in an aviary (22.66 

square metres) by the Troje lab at Queen’s University.  

Once selected for the study the birds were removed from the aviary and housed in 

a separate room (called the rack room, measuring 3.96 m by 3.90 m) in a pigeon housing 

unit; a grid of 24 metal-wire cages (four high by six across) each measuring 39 cm by 28 

cm by 31 cm. Both rooms were kept on a light cycle with the lights on from 9 a.m. until 9 

p.m. The birds were kept in their cages for six days of the week from Tuesday afternoon 

until the following Monday afternoon. After being fed on every Monday afternoon they 

were let out to fly and socialize with the other birds. They would be caught again and 

placed in their cages at approximately the same time the next day, and the schedule 

would repeat. 

During their time in the rack room they were fed the same diet as the birds in the 

aviary, which consisted of a mixture of standard pigeon grains and cracked corn (standard 

pigeon grains consisted of yellow corn, red corn, hard red wheat, white milo, oat groats, 
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safflower seed, canola seed, red milo, white millet, red millet, green peas, maple peas, 

Canadian white peas, and brown rice – the largest diameter of any seed or grain was 

approximately 1.3 cm, and the smallest was approximately 1 mm in diameter). The 

pigeons’ weights were measured during the first three days in the rack room and then 

averaged to obtain their free-feeding (natural) weights. Due to the experiment involving a 

food reward, each bird’s diet was restricted so that their weight was maintained at 

approximately 85% of their free-feeding weight for the duration of the experiment to 

ensure that they had motivation to participate. This practice has been used in similar prior 

studies (Goodale, 1983; Klein et al., 1985). Once the birds reliably performed the 

experiment, some were able to be maintained at a higher percentage (for example, 90% as 

opposed to 85%) of their free-feeding weight for the remainder of the experiment’s 

duration.  

2.2 Apparatus 

2.2.1 Experimental Arena 

The experiment and all previous training sessions were completed on the same 

table; a raised metal platform measuring 255 cm by 61 cm at a height of 86 cm above the 

floor, with matte black paint finish so as to be non-reflective (Figures 1 and 2). To 

prevent the pigeons flying away, the table was enclosed by a rectangular box (233 cm by 

41 cm by 40.5 cm) made from a wooden frame with fish-netting on the sides. A lid was 

created from the same netting, and all of the sides but one were further enclosed by 

opaque black foam board. This was done to eliminate visual distractions, as during 
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training the birds’ concentration and sense of calm was easily disrupted by noise or visual 

events that occurred in the room, such as the experimenter moving. 

      

 

Figure 1. A diagram of the experimental setup as viewed from the side. The experimental screen 

is located at one end and the feeder and laser barrier are located at the other end.  

 

Figure 2. A real-world view of the 

experimental table (with no cover). The 

experimental screen (discussed below) is 

seen at the far end, and towards the bottom 

of the frame the laser barrier is visible. The 

feeder hole is out of view behind the 

covered screen near the bottom left corner 

of the frame. 

 

 

A 30.5 cm by 23 cm computer monitor was fixed at both ends of the table, and 

each had a PPMT-IR-015EL Infrared Touchscreen with the same dimensions fitted over 

top of it. A hole (2 cm diameter) was set in the table below each screen which led to a 

food storage container and a feeder system. When a bird received a reward, the food 

Experimental 

Screen 

Laser Barrier 

Feeder Hole 
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would be raised on a platform up from the hole until it was level with the surface of the 

table, and then the platform would descend back down into the food chamber (and collect 

more food) until the next reward. Both screens were large enough so that the pigeons 

could not walk around them, and thus they formed the end barriers of the arena. Only one 

screen (at the end of the table without the laser barrier (the far end of the frame in figure 

1)) was used in the experiment – the other was hidden behind a section of opaque black 

foam board. 

The majority of the floor of the arena was covered in white absorbent paper (seen 

in figure 2), which was changed whenever it became dirty. The area closest to the 

experimental screen (approximately one third of the total length of the arena) was left 

uncovered due to the paper reflecting light back into the cameras when placed there. The 

birds showed no indication that the change in surface affected them. 

Lastly, the end of the arena where the food reward was given had a laser barrier 

immediately in front of the feeder. The laser was approximately at the birds’ chest height, 

and so when they walked towards the feeder they would break the beam. Once this was 

done, the food platform would lower back into the food chamber after three seconds.  

2.2.2 Motion Capture System 

To better capture pigeons’ head and body movements in more detail than regular 

video, the data was recorded on six Qualisys infrared motion capture cameras. Five were 

fixed on scaffolding above the arena and one was on a tripod located on the side of the 

arena near the screen.  

The cameras work by flashing bursts of infrared light – which is invisible to both 

human and pigeon eyes – which reflects off passive spherical motion-capture markers 
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back into the camera. Each camera receives its own two-dimensional image of the 

reflections, which is then cross-referenced with the images seen by all the other cameras 

and combined to create an image of three-dimensional space.  

The cameras recorded the movements of the motion-capture markers at a spatial 

resolution of 1 mm and a temporal resolution of 360 frames per second. The cameras on 

the scaffolding were spaced out from each other to record as many different viewpoints 

as possible while all still maintaining a view of the screen and the active experimental 

area. 

In human motion capture experiments markers are often placed on joints and 

other notable parts of the body to give an indication of the major limb movements and 

positions. In pigeons, and in this experiment, the main sections of the animal that are of 

interest are the movements and positions of the head and body. 

Unlike humans, who can be fitted with a motion capture suit or have markers 

attached to skin-tight clothing, attaching markers to pigeons is more difficult. To 

accomplish this, an area of feathers on the birds’ heads and backs were trimmed and 

patches of Velcro were attached to them using Elmer’s school glue. These patches 

remained on the birds until data collection had finished.  

Two rigid structures of motion-capture markers were also created, one for the 

head and one for the back. Each consisted of four spherical markers (3.97 mm diameter) 

glued to a stiff plastic piece with Velcro on the bottom – a triangle for the head and a 

rectangle for the back (see figure 3). Each structure weighed less than 1 g. These rigid 

structures were attached to the birds prior to starting a recording session and removed 

once they had completed the sessions each day. Lastly, a marker in the form of a small 
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piece (2 mm by 5 mm) of reflective tape was placed on the pigeons’ beaks below their 

nostrils. 

 

Figure 3. A drawing of a pigeon wearing the head and 

back rigid marker structures (the four spherical markers 

can be seen on each). The structures had Velcro on their 

undersides which allowed them to be attached to the 

pigeons at the beginning of each session and removed 

afterwards. Similarly, a piece of reflective tape (the same 

as used to create the markers) was placed on the pigeons’ 

beaks. 

2.3 Training 

Due to the experiment being complex and difficult for the pigeons to learn, the 

birds underwent a series of intermediate training levels before being run in the final 

experiment. The training stages were divided into three parts, described below. Some 

birds spent longer in various stages than others, but for any given bird, once they reliably 

performed in any given stage for three days in a row they would graduate to the next 

stage. 

2.3.1 Autoshaping 

The first training stage, called autoshaping, consisted of the birds being placed in 

a restricted arena (the length was limited to 55 cm by placing a black foam board barrier 

partway on the table) with the same experimental screen as described above. The 

stimulus, a white circle 32.29 mm in diameter, appeared in the center of the black screen, 

and then disappeared after a time interval of 20 seconds. The disappearance coincided 

with the presentation of the food reward (a small amount of seed mixture) through a hole 
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in the floor which was available to the birds for five seconds. At the end of the five 

seconds the food platform was lowered back beneath the table and the next stimulus 

appeared. If at any time the pigeons pecked the stimulus it would cause the stimulus to 

disappear and the food reward to be presented. After 20 stimulus presentations the birds 

were removed from the arena and returned to their cage. 

The autoshaping procedure operates on pigeons’ natural instinct to peck at novel 

objects or otherwise objects they are curious about. For the first few sessions of being 

placed in the autoshaping experiment most birds remained largely stationary, and 

gradually progressed to eating the food when it was presented as they became more 

comfortable with the arena. A few sessions later, most would begin pecking the stimulus 

and start learning the connection between pecking it and the presentation of the food 

reward. 

Once pecking became reliable the time limit of the stimulus presentation before 

the automatic presentation of the food reward was increased to 40 seconds, then to 

infinity, so that birds would only receive a reward if they pecked the stimulus. After they 

had pecked 15 or more of the 20 stimuli for three days they graduated to the next training 

stage; walk training.  

2.3.2 Walk Training 

Walk training is very similar to autoshaping, but with two major differences. The 

first difference is that the barrier that confines the birds to a smaller area during 

autoshaping is removed, allowing the birds access to the entire arena. The second 

difference is that when the pigeons peck the stimulus, the food reward is presented at the 

other end of the table as the experimental screen (the bottom of the frame in figure 1). 
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The pigeons therefore had to walk to the other end of the table, where they broke the laser 

barrier immediately prior to eating the food reward, which then descended beneath the 

table’s surface five seconds after the laser barrier was broken. 

As in the final stage of autoshaping there was no maximum limit of time to peck 

the stimulus, and so it remained on the screen until it was pecked. After pecking, the 

birds initially needed to be enticed to the end of the arena away from the screen where the 

new food reward was presented. This was done by dropping one or two seeds on the table 

near the feeder which created an audible sound that attracted them. Once they walked 

close enough to the dropped seeds they would see the raised feeder and then walk the rest 

of the way. Once they were done feeding, the same method was used to attract them back 

to the screen where the cycle would repeat. The birds spent approximately five sessions 

(over five days) on this stage.  

2.3.3 Peck Training 

The initial intention was for birds to progress from walk training to the final 

experiment. However, the third training stage (peck training) was introduced as an 

intermediate step when it was found that many birds were not learning the final 

experiment. In peck training, the arena was left open as in walk training, however the 

pigeons had to peck a randomly varying number of 3-5 stimuli in order to receive a food 

reward that appeared below the screen (as in autoshaping). The stimuli appeared one at a 

time in random locations on the screen, 0.2 seconds after the previous stimulus 

disappeared after being pecked. 

Peck training sessions were interleaved with walk training sessions on different 

days until birds were consistent in performing both. Both feeders made a loud mechanical 
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sound when they were raised, indicating to the birds when a trial was complete and a 

food reward was available. After approximately five sessions, the birds learned that the 

noise of the feeder indicated that a trial was complete and also where the food reward 

would be based on where they heard the noise come from.  

2.4 Final Experiment 

The final experimental can be seen as a combination of peck training and walk 

training. The original experimental design continued using random locations of stimuli, 

however this was changed upon observation of pilot data that showed that the touch 

screen did not detect a large number of pecks. In light of this, each trial in the final 

experiment consisted of three stimuli. The first stimulus appeared in the center of the 

screen at a height of 21.5 cm above the table’s surface, partially below the average 

walking head height of the pigeons. Once this stimulus was pecked it would disappear 

and the second stimulus would appear after an interval of 0.2 seconds either randomly 47 

mm to the left of the original stimulus’ position, or the same distance to the right. Once 

the second stimulus was pecked, the third stimulus would appear on the opposite side of 

the first (center) stimulus as the second stimulus. After all three stimuli had been pecked 

correctly the feeder on the opposite end of the table would be raised with the food 

reward, and would remain raised for three seconds after the laser barrier was broken. 

Each session consisted of ten trials of three stimuli each, resulting in ten food 

rewards per session. There were five sizes of stimuli used (with radii of 2.54 mm, 4.04 

mm, 6.43 mm, 10.17 mm, and 16.15 mm, respectively) and each appeared in two trials 

(the stimuli in any given trial were always the same size). The smallest size of stimulus 

was the smallest size that the touchscreen could reliably detect, the largest size was the 
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same size used in autoshaping, and the three sizes in between fit on a logarithmic scale 

from the smallest size to the largest size (increasing by a factor of 1.6). The first trial was 

constrained so that it would not be the smallest size of stimulus, but apart from that the 

order of the sizes for the remaining nine trials was random. The reason for the first 

stimulus being constrained to be larger was so that the birds would see it when the 

session began even if they were at the opposite end of the arena as the screen. 

Another modification to the final experiment was the introduction of a penalty for 

missing. If a bird pecked but missed the stimulus and instead pecked the screen outside of 

the stimulus’ area, the stimulus turned green and a tone was played for three seconds. 

During this time if the birds pecked the stimulus or anywhere else on the screen, nothing 

happened (a peck during a penalty period could not affect the procedure). After three 

seconds the stimulus turned white again, the tone stopped, and the trial continued. 

The penalty was added in an attempt to make the pigeons peck accurately, and not 

just in the general area of the stimuli. The reasoning behind adding the penalty was that 

longer trial-completion times (which the delay caused) should be less-desirable for 

pigeons than shorter trial-completion times (which would result if they pecked 

accurately). This is due to shorter trial-completion times representing less energy spent 

by the birds (fewer pecks) and a shorter time interval between food rewards.  

Each bird completed two sessions each day from May 1
st
 to June 8

th
, 

approximately six days a week, for a total of over 50 sessions. 

2.5 Data Processing 

Motion capture data for the markers was recorded on the Qualisys cameras with a 

world coordinate system set so that the x-axis pointed perpendicularly towards the screen 
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(located at an average position of 293 mm from the origin), the y-axis was in line 

with/parallel to the screen, and the z-axis pointed perpendicularly upwards from the 

table’s surface. Information about the size and location of the stimuli as well as pecks 

detected by the touchscreen was recorded from the experimental script run through 

Matlab.  

The body and head data were used directly from the file given from the Qualisys 

motion capture system. They consisted of three angles (yaw, pitch, and roll) that 

determined the orientation of the centroid of each rigid body (the back and the head 

marker structures, each which consisted of four markers), and three axis values that 

identified its position in world coordinates. A marker was placed on the beak of the birds 

as well, however it was frequently lost (not detected) by the Qualisys system. This was 

due to two reasons; the first being that the head often occluded the view of the beak 

marker from multiple cameras, and the second that the touchscreen generated interfering 

infrared flashes which proved particularly problematic for the Qualisys system when the 

beak marker was in line with the screen (when the beak made contact with the screen 

during a peck). 

To solve this problem, a section of the Qualisys file where the beak marker was 

visible and labelled by the system was taken and inputted into Matlab. The position of the 

beak marker with respect to the head rigid body was then calculated and applied to the 

rest of the file, so that whenever the head was recorded, a beak position was also present. 

Using the beak positions, pecks were calculated in the Qualisys files as when the 

beak made contact with the screen’s depth. Pecks were also identified in the Matlab files 

from when they had been detected by the touchscreen in the experiment. Pecks registered 
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by the touchscreen always had a corresponding peck registered by Qualisys, whereas the 

Qualisys system frequently detected pecks that the touchscreen did not (showing the 

lower reliability of the touchscreen – for all four birds combined, Qualisys identified 

15,994 pecks, and the touchscreen failed to detect 9775 (61%)).   

The timing of the two types of files (Qualisys and Matlab) was synchronized by 

the experimental Matlab script which sent signals to the Qualisys system at the start of a 

session and whenever a new stimulus appeared. After calculating pecks for the Qualisys 

data, both of the files contained a series of pecks, and each peck had a time-stamp. Pecks 

between the two types of files that shared the same time-stamp were therefore identified 

as the same peck. These pecks were then used as anchor points to synchronize the rest of 

the data between the two corresponding files. This was done in Matlab, where the data 

was combined, and all processing and analyses were conducted on the combined files. 

When the two sets of data were combined, the overlapping pecks were trimmed so that 

only one was included in the analysis. 

To identify hold and thrust phases from the motion capture data (within the 

combined files), beak position data were temporarily smoothed using a fourth order low-

pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 10 Hz. After filtering the beak data, 

the beak velocity was calculated and then filtered again using the same Butterworth filter 

(4
th

 order low-pass, cut-off frequency of 10 Hz). Each individual file (each file was one 

experimental session) was then scanned and the hold and thrust phases of the beak were 

identified by changes in beak velocity. Based on visual inspection of the velocity of the 

beak, it was seen that beak movements could clearly be identified by their velocities, 

which were either much faster than 50 mm/s (almost always above 200 mm/s, and often 
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above 1000 mm/s) or much slower than 50 mm/s. Therefore movement above 50 mm/s 

was classified as a thrust or movement phase, and any movement below the 50 mm/s 

threshold was classified as a hold phase provided it also had a duration of longer than 50 

ms. Once the thrust and hold phases were calculated, the F1 and F2 phases were 

classified by their position with respect to the peck. Hold phases occurring immediately 

before the peck were classified as F2 phases, and the hold phases preceding F2 phases 

were classified as F1. 

There were many instances where a series of F2 phases and following ballistic 

peck movements were grouped after a single F1 phase (there was only one hold phase 

between pecks). To ensure that the pecks analyzed were as equal as possible, only the 

first peck of any series was taken. In other words, for each trial (set of three targets), only 

the first peck towards each of the targets was used in analyses, resulting in three pecks 

per trial and 30 pecks per session.  

After hold phases were calculated, any peck was classified as an outlier and 

removed from further analysis if it fell above the 99
th

 percentile of F2 duration (it was 

removed if the duration was too long), and if it fell above the top 0.5
th

 percentile in the z-

axis (representing the height of the peck – if it was too low it would be a ‘false peck’ 

caused by an error in the Qualisys or Matlab programs).  

Most of the surrounding literature uses comparably low numbers of subjects in 

experiments, many using four to six birds (Bloch et al., 1984; Green et al., 1994; Klein et 

al., 1985; Pratt, 1982; Troje & Frost, 2000; Wohlschläger et al., 1993). 10 birds were 

used in the experiment by Goodale (1983) that the present experiment is based on, and 

statistical analyses were performed on their averaged results. 
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The analyses in the current experiment were conducted on individual birds as 

opposed to the average of all birds combined due to the variance in performance between 

birds and the smaller number of birds used. To make every statistical analysis more strict, 

measurements over all variables were also averaged over sessions (51, 47, 38, and 46 

sessions per bird, respectively), and these sets of means were used as the random variable 

as opposed to the thousands of individual pecks. 

2.6 Behavioural Measurements and Statistical Analyses 

As described in Chapter 3, the current experimented yielded a large number of 

results that were of interest. As discussed in Section 1.7, the order of the results (Chapter 

3) flows in the same progression as an experimental trial as well as from more broader 

observations to more finite analyses: it begins with examining body displacements and 

positions, then moves to head positions and rotations, and concludes with an analysis of 

the hold phase durations. The hold phase durations are the main focus of the experiment, 

but the other observations and measurements are necessary in order to more fully 

understand pecking behaviour. 

The measurements of body displacement and position are presented at the 

beginning of the results to give a behavioural context for the later analyses of the hold 

phases. The reason they are presented as observations and that no statistical tests are 

given for them is that they are not the main focus of the current experiment, and 

statistical tests would not add important information. However, the measurements alone 

still provide a beneficial grounding to the later analyses of hold phase durations. This 

same reasoning applies to the measurements of the rotation angles of the head – in order 
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to better understand the hold phases, it is useful to know how the pigeons’ heads are 

oriented during them. 

After the behavioural measurements are presented and a context is established, the 

analyses of the hold phase durations are presented. The first statistical analyses examine 

the location of the pigeons’ heads (in distance from the screen) during the hold phases. 

The next set of analyses are the main focus of the experiment, and examine first the hold 

phase durations as functions of stimulus size, followed by the hold phase durations as 

functions of stimulus location and stimulus order separately. 

2.7 Simplified Procedure and Terminology 

The procedure of the experiment can be simplified to the following: 

1) A trial starts, and the pigeon walks to the screen (an approach) and pecks three 

stimuli: the first in the center, the second appearing either to the left or right, 

and the third on the opposite side of the original stimulus as the second 

stimulus. 

2) After successfully pecking all three stimuli, the pigeon walks to a feeder at the 

other end of the table where it is presented with a food reward. 

3) After feeding, the pigeon walks back to the screen and begins the second trial 

(10 trials total in a session). 
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Figure 4. A visual example of the progression of a trial. The pigeon is first placed in the arena (1, 

red border) and then walks to the experimental screen (2, green border) where it pecks the stimuli. 

After pecking, it walks to the feeder (3, blue border) and after feeding, walks back to the 

experimental screen (green) for the next trial. 

 

Experimental Terminology: 

 An experimental session consisted of 10 trials 

 A trial is a set of 3 stimuli (all the same size) 

 An approach is when the pigeons walked to the screen. The end of an approach is 

defined by when their movement towards the screen stopped 

 A series of pecks refers to when a pigeon needed multiple pecks at a stimulus 

before one was registered as a hit and the stimulus changed 

 Stimulus location refers to where on the screen the stimulus appeared (the center, 

left, or right of the experimental screen (always at a height of -112 mm from the 

top of the screen) 

o Flanker stimuli refer to the stimuli which appear on the left or right 

 Stimulus order refers to the where in the series of three stimuli a certain stimulus 

appeared (first, second, or third) 

 Stimulus size refers to the size of the stimulus, in millimeters 

1 2 
3 
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 A hit refers to when the birds pecked within the stimulus’ area. A hit can be 

classified as a QTM hit, meaning the peck was registered as a hit by the motion 

capture system, or a touchscreen hit, meaning the peck was registered as a hit by 

the touchscreen. All touchscreen hits were registered as QTM hits, and the 

analyses use the QTM data 

 A miss refers to when the birds pecked outside of the stimulus’ area. The same 

qualifications of being a QTM or touchscreen peck described above apply to 

misses as well 
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Chapter 3 

Results 

3.1 Overview 

As discussed in section 1.7, after giving a general overview of typical behaviour 

during an experiment and an overview of performance, the following results are 

presented in the same progression as an experimental trial (as well as from more global 

observations progressing inwards to smaller-scale observations). Observations pertaining 

to the body are presented first, followed by observations pertaining to head rotational 

angles. These observations serve to give a behavioural context for the statistical analyses 

of head movements and the F1 and F2 hold phase durations (the main analyses of the 

experiment) which are presented after.  

3.2 Typical Behaviour 

To give a general idea of the time-course of the beginning of a typical 

experimental trial, Figure 5 is presented below.  
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Figure 5. Time courses of the x-positions of the rigid bodies. The time courses of the back (blue), 

the head (red) and the beak (green) were plotted from the approach to the beginning of a pecking 

sequence, including two pecks. Pecks are labelled with a *, starts and stops of F1 and F2 phases 

are labelled by circles and x’s, respectively. During the approach the head made the typical hold 

and thrust phases of walking, and these hold phases were used as F1 and F2 for the first peck. The 

body decreased from a velocity of 510.8 mm/s at the beginning of the measured approach to 32.6 

mm/s at the time of the first peck. The body remained relatively stationary for the second peck, 

and the distance of F2 was approximately the same as that for the first peck, however the F1 

distances for the first and second peck differed considerably (evidence that pecks initiated at the 

end of a walking sequence differ from those initiated when standing still). 

 

As a time-course of the body, head, and beak’s X-position, Figure 5 shows that 

during the approach the body moved with a relatively constant velocity whereas the head 
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made a series of rapid thrust movements followed by hold phases where it was held still 

in space. It can also be seen that when the bird reached a certain distance of about 150 

mm from the screen (located at 0 mm) the body slowed down and then stopped, 

remaining at approximately the same distance away from the screen while the head 

performed pecking movements towards it.  

As marked, the F1 and F2 phases are the two hold phases that preceded the pecks. 

For the F1 and F2 phases prior to the first peck (in the current example provided in 

Figure 5), the body moved towards the screen at an average velocity of 203 mm/s and 

159 mm/s, respectively, showing that it moved quickly but slowed down from the initial 

walking speed of 511 mm/s at the beginning of the measured approach to 33 mm/s at the 

time of the first peck. For the second set of F1 and F2 phases the body moved first away 

from the screen at an average velocity of 12.38 mm/s, and then towards it at an average 

velocity of 11.54 mm/s. In other words, it was relatively stationary. The first peck was a 

miss, and so the second peck is directed at the same stimulus.  

 During the first F1 phase for the center stimulus for all birds, the body traveled a 

mean displacement of 18.56 mm, and during the F2 phase for the center stimulus the 

body traveled a mean displacement of 10.99 mm. In contrast, during the F1 phases for the 

two flanker stimuli, the body only traveled a displacement of 5.11 mm, and F2 phases for 

the two flanker stimuli the body only traveled a mean displacement of 5.44 mm. These 

large differences in the amount of body displacement as well as velocity between the hold 

phases that occurred during an approach to the screen and the hold phases that occurred 

once the body had reached the screen are examined in more detail in section 3.4.1. 
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 For movements of the head, for the peck at the center stimulus (again averaged 

across all birds), the F1 phase occurred at a mean distance of 68.98 mm away from the 

screen and was held for a duration of 167.36 ms, while the F2 phase occurred at a mean 

distance of 37.4 mm away from the screen and was held for a mean duration of 126.94 

ms. Comparatively, for head movements during the pecks at the flanker stimuli, the F1 

phase occurred at a mean distance of 48.42 mm away from the screen and was held for a 

mean duration of 226.93 ms, and the F2 phase occurred at a mean distance of 34.62 mm 

away from the screen and was held for a mean duration of 122.7 ms. These differences in 

F1 and F2 distances and durations are examined in more detail in section 3.5.2 (distances) 

and 3.6 (durations). 

3.3 Pecking Summary and Performance 

Four birds learned the task well and were recorded for over 50 sessions, each over 

a period of 39 days, resulting in a data set of almost 16,000 pecks (including all pecks 

(hits and misses) at all stimuli) recorded by the motion-capture system. Overall the birds’ 

performance improved as the experiment went on – they completed sessions quicker, and 

showed less of a tendency to become distracted or give up on a stimulus.  

Over all sessions (for all birds) used in the analyses, there were 5460 hits as 

determined by the touchscreen (182 sessions, each with 30 stimuli). Of these hits, 2527 

(46.3%) were a bird’s first peck at the stimulus and were not followed by further pecks, 

meaning they were detected correctly by the touchscreen as well. In other words, the 

birds pecked 46.3% of the stimuli correctly on their first try. 

Although all four birds learned the task, they differed individually in their 

performance. Even prior to training, it was noted that the four birds had strikingly 
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different temperaments, seen in their reactions to being handled by the experimenters and 

how quickly they adapted to the rack room procedures and routine. These differences 

manifested in similar ways during the experiment, and each bird adopted its own strategy 

and style of performing the task. 

Their different temperaments and levels of skill at the task resulted in differences 

in accuracy and session completion time, summarized in Table 1.  

Bird 

Number 

of 

Sessions 

Total 

Pecks 

Touchscreen 

Accuracy 

Rate 

Mean Session 

Completion Time 

(s) 

Accuracy 

Rate of 

All Pecks 

Missed 

Touchscreen 

Pecks 

Athena 51 3754 0.85 339.98 0.65 2097 

Che 47 4410 0.85 279.41 0.51 2882 

Manson 38 4578 0.63 445.76 0.47 2838 

Morpheus 46 3252 0.81 341.57 0.52 1958 

Table 1. Measures of performance for all birds. Total pecks indicates the amount of pecks (hits 

and misses) detected by the motion capture system (which detected all pecks, whereas the 

touchscreen did not). Touchscreen accuracy rate indicates the accuracy rate detected by the 

touchscreen, which is equivalent to what was reinforced by a stimulus change/food reward for the 

birds during the experiment. The accuracy rate of all pecks indicates the accuracy rate of the 

pecks detected by the motion capture system. Missed touchscreen pecks refers to how many 

pecks the touchscreen failed to detect, or in other words the number of pecks that the pigeons 

received no feedback from.  

 

Due to these differences it is important to note that the effects shown in the 

different birds varies, and so any analysis is interpreted in two ways: the first being 

within individual birds, and then second being across birds. 

To give a picture of accuracy rate and the overall experimental data, Figure 6 

shows the distribution of all pecks (from all birds, as detected by the motion-capture 

system) over the five sizes of stimuli. This is helpful in assessing birds’ performance and 

accuracy, and it also shows some of the differences in pecking patterns between stimulus 
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sizes. It can immediately be seen that a greater percentage of the distribution of pecks 

falls outside the area of the smaller stimuli compared to the larger stimuli, indicating that 

there is a large number of misses for the small stimuli. In contrast, the birds almost never 

missed the larger stimuli. This can also be observed by the number of pecks, which 

decreases from the smallest to the largest stimuli (from 4690 to 2470). Nevertheless, the 

maximum of the pecking distributions always lies within the stimulus’ area. It is also 

more apparent for the larger stimuli that the birds adopt an elliptical pecking pattern; their 

misses occur more often below the stimuli than to the sides.  
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Figure 6.  

Heat-map distributions of the peck 

locations (of all pecks) per stimulus 

size. Distributions of peck locations 

are shown ‘on the screen’ with the 

stimulus shown as a pink circle. 

More misses can be seen for the 

smaller stimuli compared to the 

larger stimuli. Because each stimulus 

occurred at three different locations, 

each pecking distribution has three 

centers located at the different 

stimulus locations. The colour scale 

shows the percentage of pecks in 

10% steps. n denotes the total 

number of pecks per stimulus size, 

including hits and misses.  
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Due to the number of following analyses, it is helpful to break them down in a 

table. The columns of Table 2 represent the measured dependent variables, and the rows 

represent what independent variable they were measured on. The cells marked by an ‘X’ 

indicate analyses included in the current work. As mentioned in Chapter 2, all 

measurements and analyses are examined over individual birds using the first pecks in a 

trial, with means taken from each session. Reading from left to right, Table 2 also shows 

the progression of the measurements and analyses that beings with more global, larger-

scale measurements of the body and ends with the specific and small-scale analyses 

concerning the durations of F1 and F2. 

 Body 

Displacement 

(F1 and F2) 

Body 

Distance 

from Screen 

at Peck 

Angles of 

the head 

(Yaw, 

Pitch, and 

Roll) 

Head 

Distance 

from Screen 

(F1 and F2) 

F1 Duration F2 Duration 

Stimulus 

Size 
   X X X 

Stimulus 

Location 
X X X X X X 

Stimulus 

Order 
    X X 

Table 2. The measurements and analyses that are included in the current work, denoted by an ‘X’. 

3.4 Body Displacement and Position Measurements 

The current experiment yielded a large amount of information, which allowed for 

an examination of multiple aspects of pigeons’ movements while pecking apart from the 

analysis of F2 durations (which was the analysis that the experiment was designed for). 

The first of these measurements that will be examined is body displacement and position 

– how much the body moved during F1 and F2, followed by where the body ended up 

located with respect to distance from the screen at the time of a peck. These 
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measurements give a behavioural context to the analyses presented at the end of the 

chapter, and help give a better understanding of what the pigeons were doing as whole 

during pecking. 

3.4.1 Body Displacement during Hold Phase Durations (F1 and F2) 

Pigeons head-bob, a movement pattern during walking where their head remains 

stationary while the body moves continuously (see section 1.4). During pecking however, 

the behaviour of the body has not been studied in depth. In the current experiment, the 

body makes an approach to the screen before the birds peck the first stimulus (Figure 4 

shows bodily displacement during F1 and F2 for the first stimulus), but then the body 

remains at the screen for the second two stimuli which appear on the left and right. Even 

with that established however, prior to the experiment it remained unknown how much 

the body moved (or how far it was displaced) during a peck, particularly during the hold 

phases of F1 and F2. 
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Figure 7. Mean displacement of the body with standard error during the F1 and F2 hold phases as 

a function of the three stimulus locations (left, center, right). Displacements during F1 are shown 

in the lighter colour and displacements during F2 are shown in the darker colour. The position of 

the body was taken at the first and last frame of the F1 and F2 hold phases, and the distance 

between them was measured. During both F1 and F2, the body moved more for the first peck in a 

trial (center location) than the pecks at either the second or third stimulus (right or left location). 

(n’s (per bar): Athena = 51, Che = 47, Manson = 38, Morpheus = 46) 

 

Figure 6 shows body displacement throughout the duration of F1 and F2 for each 

of the stimulus locations. For F1, larger displacements are seen for the center stimulus 

(upwards of 14 mm) than either of the flanking (left or right) stimuli, which show 

displacements ranging from 3.93 mm to 6.64 mm. This is consistent with the example 

given at the start of the chapter in Figure 4, where during the first F1phase (which 

belonged to an approach to the screen) the body moved at a mean velocity of 203.37 
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mm/s and traveled an absolute distance of 27.33 mm, whereas during the second F1 

phase, the body moved at a mean velocity of 12.38 mm/s, and only traveled an absolute 

distance of 1.1 mm. Both findings give evidence of the pigeon moving their bodies 

during the F1 phase for the center stimulus due to it being part of an approach to the 

screen.  

A similar trend can be seen for the amount of body displacement during F2 for the 

three stimulus locations. As with the amount of displacement during F1, the birds always 

displaced their bodies more for the center stimulus than for either of the flanking stimuli 

while in F2. However, while the amount of displacement for the flanking stimuli stayed 

approximately the same as found in F1 (approximately 5 mm), the amount of 

displacement during the F2 phase for the center stimulus dropped. This is again 

consistent with the example given in Figure 6, where during the first F2 phase (which 

belonged to an approach to the screen) the body moved at a mean velocity of 159.76 

mm/s and traveled an absolute distance of 15.09 mm (from the start of the F2 phase until 

the end), whereas during the second F2 phase, the body moved at a mean velocity of 

11.54 mm/s, and only traveled an absolute distance of 1.44 mm. 

3.4.2 Body Distance to the Screen 

Having established the amount of displacement that the body underwent during 

F1 and F2, the end result of those displacements in the form of the final location of the 

body (the distance it was from the screen) when the birds completed the peck was 

examined as a function of stimulus location. 

It was found that the locations of the pigeons’ bodies in horizontal distance away 

from the screen did not vary greatly as a function of stimulus location. Across all birds, 
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the body was closer to the screen by a few millimeters for the left stimulus than for the 

center or right stimuli, and the body position for the right stimulus was similarly 

marginally closer to the screen than the body position for the center stimulus. These 

differences however were quite small; the maximum distance between any two mean 

positions for any of the birds was 1.06 cm, and the rest were under or near 5 mm. 

The birds showed individual differences in the distances they kept their bodies 

from the screen while pecking: after averaging across all stimulus locations, Athena had a 

mean distance of 156 mm, Che had a mean distance of 187 mm, Manson had a mean 

distance of 189 mm, and Morpheus had a mean distance of 183 mm.  

3.5 Head Rotation Measurements and Head Position Analyses 

Section 3.4 described measurements of the pigeons’ bodies and their movements 

to help give a behavioural context to the pigeons’ movements as a whole. The set of 

measurements in the current section examine similar observations for the head. First, the 

rotational angles of the head during F1, F2, and when the beak made contact with the 

screen are examined to give an understanding of how the pigeons held their heads during 

pecking. Once this behavioural context is established, it is examined if stimulus size or 

location had an effect on the distance the birds held their heads from the screen during F1 

and F2. Taken together, the findings give an understanding of the head’s position and 

orientation in 3D space during F1 and F2. 

3.5.1 Head Rotation Angles 

Goodale noted that pigeons tended to turn their heads slightly to the right while 

pecking (Goodale, 1983). To examine the orientation of the head while pecking in more 
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detail, the current experiment examined the head over the three rotation angles (yaw, 

pitch, and roll) at three time points (F1, F2, and the time of the peck) to determine if 

pigeons oriented their head in any particular manner prior to and during each peck. The 

variables were examined as functions of stimulus location, and all angles were calculated 

with respect to world coordinates. Similar to the measurements pertaining to the body 

discussed above, the measurements of head orientation presented below serve to give a 

behavioural context to the pigeons’ pecking behaviour.  
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Figure 8. Mean yaw angles of the head with standard error during F1, F2, and the time of the 

peck as functions of stimulus location. For most birds, only small head-turn angles are seen while 

they are in F1. By F2 however all birds adopted a head-turn pattern that then remained constant 

during the peck itself. (n’s (per bar): Athena = 51, Che = 47, Manson = 38, Morpheus = 46) 

 

 

 Marginal yaw angles are seen in F1 for three of the four birds, and the constant 

positive yaw angle seen for Morpheus, the exception, could be due at least in part to a 

systematic skew in the alignment of the head markers on his head. In F2 however, 

notable differences in yaw angle are seen between stimulus locations in all of the birds. A 

fairly large positive angle (20 degrees or higher) is seen for the left stimulus, a smaller 

(but still positive) angle is seen for the middle stimulus, and a negative (or rightward turn 

of the head) is seen for the right stimulus. This pattern of turns remained comparable at 

the time of the peck. 
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Figure 9. Mean pitch angles of the head with standard error during F1, F2, and the time of the 

peck as functions of stimulus location. A slight difference can be seen in F1 where the birds had 

leaned their heads backwards more for the center stimulus than for the flanking stimuli. This 

trend is decreased or largely abolished by F2, which also shows little to no consistency with the 

angle at the peck. (n’s (per bar): Athena = 51, Che = 47, Manson = 38, Morpheus = 46) 

 

 Pitch angles were less variable within themselves than yaw (presented above) or 

roll (presented below) angles. Both the yaw and roll angles of the head show a distinct 

pattern of different rotation for the different stimulus positions in both F2 and at the time 

of the peck, whereas the pitch angles are comparatively similar across stimulus locations 

during all three time measurements. Figure 13 shows that although a slight trend can be 

seen in F1 (and more marginally in F2 for Athena and Che) where the head was leaned 

more backwards for the center stimulus than for the flanking stimuli, it did not last for F2 

and for the final peck. All other comparisons both within and between the timing 

conditions were relatively equal, showing that the birds did not change the pitch angle of 

their head greatly while pecking.  
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Figure 10. Mean roll angles of the head with standard error during F1, F2, and the time of the 

peck as functions of stimulus location. As for the yaw angles, a characteristic trend was adopted 

in F2 that remained for the final peck. (n’s (per bar): Athena = 51, Che = 47, Manson = 38, 

Morpheus = 46) 

 

 Finally, roll angles show a similar trend as seen in the yaw axis. The birds showed 

little to no roll during F1, but in F2 they adopted a consistent rotation that differed 

between stimulus locations and remained consistent at the final peck. The roll angle for 

each of the flanker stimuli is towards the presented stimulus: a negative (leftwards) roll is 

seen for the left stimulus, a positive (rightwards) roll is seen for the right stimulus, and 

the roll angle for the center stimulus lies somewhere in between.  

In summary, over all head angle axes (yaw, pitch, and roll) the birds appear to 

have had little order or consistency to their head angles in F1, however they adopted a 

distinct pattern of head orientation by the time of F2 which remained for the peck itself.  

3.5.2 Location of the Head during Hold Phase Durations (F1 and F2) 

It is known through prior research and in the current experiment that pigeons’ 

heads are held stationary during F1 and F2, but prior to the current experiment it 

remained unknown if the distance of the head to the screen while it was held stationary 

during the fixation phases was held constant over stimulus location and stimulus size. In 

the following sections beak-to-screen distance was analyzed as functions of the above 

two variables, with stimulus location presented first and stimulus size presented second. 

For all of the following statistical tests, the data from each bird was analysed individually 

(as discussed in Chapter 2).  
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Figure 11. Mean beak distance to the screen with standard error during F1 and F2 as a function 

of stimulus location. Distances in F1 are shown in the lighter colour and distances in F2 are 

shown in the darker colour. Differences in F1 distance over stimulus positions are statistically 

significant – the F1 fixation for the center stimulus was held farther away from the screen than 

the F1 fixations for the flanking stimuli. F2 distances were all closer than their corresponding F1 

distances, and although the absolute differences between distances are smaller, they showed the 

same trend – the F2 distance for the center stimulus was farther away than the F2 distances for the 

flanking stimuli in each bird except Morpheus. (n’s (per bar): Athena = 51, Che = 47, Manson = 

38, Morpheus = 46) 

 

 F1 occurred at an average distance of 55.28 mm away from the screen, and F2 

was always held closer to the target than F1 at an average distance of 35.55 mm to the 

screen. Two Bonferroni-corrected repeated measures ANOVAs were performed on the 

F1 and F2 durations separately. For F1, follow-up pairwise comparisons found significant 

differences between the center stimulus distance and the two flanker stimuli distances for 
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every bird, and no significant difference between the distances for the two flanker stimuli 

except for Athena. See Table 3 for a summary of the repeated measures ANOVAs, and 

Table 3 for the follow-up pairwise comparisons.  

F1 Distance – Stimulus 

Location Repeated 

Measures ANOVA 

Wilk’s λ F (df1, df2) p Partial η
2
 

Athena .18 109.16 (2,49) <.001 .82 

Che .19 93.58 (2, 45) <.001 .81 

Manson .15 102.97 (2, 36) <.001 .85 

Morpheus .51 20.88 (2, 44) <.001 .89 

Table 3. The results of the Bonferroni-corrected repeated-measures ANOVAs for F1 distance as 

a function of stimulus location for each bird. 

 

 For F2 distances, follow up pairwise comparisons to the significant ANOVAs 

found significant differences between the center and the two flanker stimuli, but the 

difference between the two flanker stimuli was not statistically significant (except for the 

fourth bird, Morpheus, where instead the difference between the left and center stimuli 

was not statistically significant, but the difference between the center and right stimuli 

was significant). See table 4 for a summary of the repeated measures ANOVAs, and 

Table 4 for the follow-up pairwise comparisons. 

F2 Distance – Stimulus 

Location Repeated 

Measures ANOVA 

Wilk’s λ F (df1, df2) p η
2
 

Athena .38 39.76 (2, 49) <.001 .62 

Che .58 16.04 (2, 45) <.001 .42 

Manson .47 20.71 (2, 36) <.001 .53 

Morpheus .74 7.56 (2, 44) .001 .26 

Table 4. The results of the Bonferroni-corrected repeated-measures ANOVAs for F2 distance as 

a function of stimulus location for each bird. 
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The above analyses deal with the beak distance from the screen as a function of 

stimulus location, but it is important to remember that within each location there were 

five different sizes of stimuli that the pigeons pecked.  

 

 

Figure 12. Mean beak distance from the screen with standard error during F1 and F2 as a 

function of stimulus size. Distances in F1 are shown in the lighter colour and distances in F2 are 

shown in the darker colour. As stimulus size increased, the distances of F1 and F2 increased in 

three of the four birds (with the exception of Morpheus). (n’s (per bar): Athena = 51, Che = 47, 

Manson = 38, Morpheus = 46). The mean factor of increasing distance for the first three sizes for 

F1 (for all birds) is 1.19, and 1.18 for the distance of F2. 

 

 Figure 11 shows the mean distance away from the screen that the birds’ held their 

beaks at during F1 and F2 with respect to the size of the stimulus (and regardless of its 

location). A clear trend can be seen in every bird except Morpheus; as stimulus size 
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increased, the distance of the beak away from the screen also increased for both F1 and 

F2. In Morpheus’ case, the trend is quite clear for the first three sizes of stimuli, and then 

it visually breaks down for the two largest sizes. However follow-up pairwise 

comparisons (Table 15 and Table 16) to a series of significant repeated measures 

ANOVAs (Table 5 and Table 6) show that the differences between distances for the three 

largest stimuli (radii 6.43 mm to 16.15 mm) for Athena and Che are not statistically 

different from each other, and the distances for the two largest stimuli (10.17 mm and 

16.15 mm) for Morpheus are not statistically different from each other as well. This 

plateau effect of beak-to-screen distance helps explain why Morpheus’ data appears 

visually different, but reveals that it is not largely different from the trend shown in the 

other birds.  

 

F1 Distance – Stimulus 

Size Repeated Measures 

ANOVA 

Wilk’s λ F (df1, df2) p Partial η
2
 

Athena .10 100.75 (4, 47) < .001 .896 

Che .14 65.23 (4, 41) < .001 .864 

Manson .10 78.85 (4, 34) < .001 .903 

Morpheus .54 9.14 (4, 42) < .001 .465 

Table 5. The results of the Bonferroni-corrected repeated-measures ANOVAs for F1 distance as 

a function of stimulus size for each bird. 

F2 Distance – Stimulus 

Size Repeated Measures 

ANOVA 

Wilk’s λ F (df1, df2) p Partial η
2
 

Athena .13 80.87 (4, 47) < .001 .873 

Che .11 91.21 (4, 41) < .001 .895 

Manson .12 60.50 (4, 34) < .001 .877 

Morpheus .20 42.86 (4, 42) < .001 .803 

Table 6. The results of the Bonferroni-corrected repeated-measures ANOVAs for F2 distance as 

a function of stimulus size for each bird. 
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3.6 Hold Phase Durations (F1 and F2) 

The previous sections of the chapter discuss more global aspects of pigeon’s 

behaviour (body and head movements and positions). With a behavioural context 

established, the analyses now examine the smallest-scale results; the F1 and F2 durations.  

As discussed in Chapter 1, the design of the current experiment was created with 

the goal of examining F2 durations to determine if they varied over stimulus size, and 

secondarily if the relationship between stimulus size and F2 duration depended on if the 

pigeon pecked at the end of an approach to the screen compared to when they were 

already standing in front of it. Since F2 is always paired with F1, the observations 

concerning F1 duration are also of interest.  

Along with stimulus size, F2 and F1 durations are also examined over stimulus 

location and stimulus order. Examining across these other two variables serves to further 

analyze if the hold phases are affected by more than just stimulus size. 

3.6.1 Hold Phase Durations by Stimulus Size 

As stated above, the current experiment was designed to test the hypothesis 

concerning the function of F2 using a main manipulation of target size. The main analysis 

of the experiment therefore is F2 duration as a function of stimulus size (Figure 15). As 

with the rest of the chapter, the results are presented in the order sequence of a peck, and 

so the analysis of F1 is presented first, followed by the analysis of F2.  
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Figure 13. Mean F1 durations with standard error as functions of stimulus size. Columns that 

share a letter category do not differ statistically from each other (within a bird) based on a 

Bonferroni-corrected repeated measures ANOVA. The birds appear to generally vary the duration 

of F1 depending on broader categories of ‘smaller’ and ‘larger’ stimuli – there is a general 

decrease in time spent in F1 as stimulus size increased, and statistically the durations can be 

separated into two different groups; the first containing the smallest two stimulus sizes, and the 

second group the three largest. (n’s (per bar): Athena = 51, Che = 47, Manson = 38, Morpheus = 

46) 

 

 Figure 13 shows the time the birds spent in F1 over different stimulus sizes. A 

general trend can be seen where F1 duration decrease as stimulus size increased. 

Statistically, the F1 durations are divided into two groups that are different from each 

other for two of the birds (Athena and Manson), and a third (Che) has a similar pattern. 
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See table 7 for a summary of the significant repeated-measures ANOVAs (the follow-up 

pairwise comparisons are shown in Table 7).  

F1 Duration – 

Stimulus Size 

Repeated 

Measures 

ANOVA 

Wilk’s λ F (df1, df2) p Partial η
2
 

Athena .48 12.56 (2, 49) <.001 .52 

Che .34 21.12 (2, 45) <.001 .66 

Manson .22 30.90 (2, 36) <.001 .78 

Morpheus .51 10.22 (2, 44) <.001 .49 

Table 7. The results of the Bonferroni-corrected repeated-measures ANOVAs for F1 duration as 

a function of stimulus size for each bird. 

 

Figure 14. Mean F2 durations with standard error as functions of stimulus size. Columns that 

share a letter category do not differ statistically from each other (within a bird) based on a 

Bonferroni-corrected repeated measures ANOVA. F2 duration decreases as stimulus size 

increases, and then begins to increase again as the stimulus size reaches the largest sizes. (n’s (per 

bar): Athena = 51, Che = 47, Manson = 38, Morpheus = 46) 
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F2 follows F1 after a short thrust phase. As the primary analysis, F2 duration is 

shown to decrease as stimulus size increases up until a point (the third or fourth largest 

stimulus size), and then begins to increase again as stimulus size continues to increase, 

creating a slight ‘U’ shape. See table 8 for a summary of the significant repeated 

measures ANOVAs, and Table 8 for a summary of the follow-up pairwise comparisons. 

 F2 Duration – 

Stimulus Size 

Repeated 

Measures 

ANOVA 

Wilk’s λ F (df1, df2) p Partial η
2
 

Athena .50 11.73 (2, 49) <.001 .500 

Che .22 39.14 (2, 45) <.001 .76 

Manson .39 13.05 (2, 36) <.001 .61 

Morpheus .75 3.54 (2, 44) .014 .25 

Table 8. The results of the Bonferroni-corrected repeated-measures ANOVAs for F2 duration as 

a function of stimulus size for each bird. 

 

3.6.2 Hold Phase Durations by Stimulus Location 

As mentioned above, the main analysis of the experiment was the examination of 

F2 duration as a function of stimulus size. It was next examined if F2 and F1 durations 

differed over stimulus location, which represents the secondary question of whether the 

relationship between the hold phase durations differs depending on whether or not the 

peck occurred at the end of an approach to the screen or if the bird was already standing 

in front of it. As per the order sequence of a peck (and the other analyses), the analysis of 

F1 is again presented first, followed by the analysis of F2. 
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Figure 15. Mean F1 durations with standard error as functions of stimulus location. Columns that 

share a letter category do not differ statistically from each other (within a bird) based on a 

Bonferroni-corrected repeated measures ANOVA. F1 durations were shorter for the center 

stimulus than for the two flanking stimuli. (n’s (per bar): Athena = 51, Che = 47, Manson = 38, 

Morpheus = 46) 

 

 For stimulus location, the birds adopted a distinct pattern for F1 durations (Figure 

15) that bears similarities to the analyses seen earlier in the chapter, which is that the 

measurement on the center stimulus differed from the measurements for the two flanking 

stimuli. In this instance, F1 durations for the center stimulus were significantly lower that 

the durations for the left or right stimuli. See table 9 for a summary of the significant 

repeated measures ANOVAs, and Table 9 for the follow-up pairwise comparisons. 
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F1 Duration – Stimulus 

Location Repeated 

Measures ANOVA 

Wilk’s λ F (df1, df2) p Partial η
2
 

Athena .09 243.08 (2, 49) <.001 .91 

Che .18 104.32 (2, 45) <.001 .82 

Manson .14 108.91 (2, 36) <.001 .86 

Morpheus .65 12.04 (2, 44) <.001 .35 

Table 9. The results of the Bonferroni-corrected repeated-measures ANOVAs for F1 duration as 

a function of stimulus location for each bird. 

 

 

Figure 16. Mean F2 durations with standard error as functions of stimulus location. Columns that 

share a letter category do not differ statistically from each other (within a bird) based on a 

Bonferroni-corrected repeated measures ANOVA. F2 durations do not differ, or show an 

inconsistent pattern of differences between birds over all three stimulus locations. (n’s (per bar): 

Athena = 51, Che = 47, Manson = 38, Morpheus = 46) 
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 Figure 16 shows that F2 durations did not differ between stimulus location for 

half of the birds (Che, Morpheus). For the other two birds, the differences were 

inconsistent when compared between birds (Athena, Manson). For both Athena and 

Manson, two of the durations did not differ from each other, but both differed between 

the third duration, Further, the durations that did not differ within Athena are different 

from those that did not differ within Manson. See table 10 for a summary of the repeated 

measures ANOVAs, and Table 10 for the follow-up pairwise comparisons. 

F2 Duration – Stimulus 

Location Repeated 

Measures ANOVA 

Wilk’s λ F (df1, df2) p Partial η
2
 

Athena .31 55.76 (2, 49) <.001 .70 

Che .92 1.90 (2, 45) .162 .08 

Manson .42 24.74 (2, 36) <.001 .57 

Morpheus .99 .19 (2, 44) .831 .01 

Table 10. The results of the Bonferroni-corrected repeated-measures ANOVAs for F2 duration as 

a function of stimulus location for each bird. 

 

3.6.3 Hold Phase Durations by Stimulus Order 

A dependent variable that has not been discussed yet in this chapter is stimulus 

order – whether or not the stimulus appeared first, second, or third in a given trial of three 

stimuli. As described in Chapter 2, the first stimulus always appeared in the center, but 

the second stimulus randomly appeared at either the left or the right location, and the 

third stimulus appeared on the opposite side of the center stimulus as the second stimulus. 

Similar to stimulus location (above), stimulus order also represents the effects of pecking 

at the end of a walking movement compared to pecks initiated when the birds were 

standing still.  
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Figure 17. Mean F1 durations with standard error as functions of stimulus order. Columns that 

share a letter category do not differ statistically from each other (within a bird) based on a 

Bonferroni-corrected repeated measures ANOVA. For all of the birds the first stimulus had the 

shortest F1 duration, the third stimulus had the second-shortest F1 duration, and the second 

stimulus had the longest F1 duration. (n’s (per bar): Athena = 51, Che = 47, Manson = 38, 

Morpheus = 46) 

 

Figure 18 shows that the mean F1 durations were the shortest for the first stimulus 

and longest for the second stimulus. For three of the four birds, follow-up pairwise 

comparisons following significant repeated measures ANOVAs showed that the time 

spent in F1 was statistically different between all three order positions, with the first 

stimulus having the shortest F1 duration, followed by the third stimulus, followed by the 

second stimulus. The exception, Morpheus, followed the same trend, only the difference 

between the first and third stimuli was not statistically significant. See table 11 for a 
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summary of the repeated measures ANOVAs, and Table 11 for the follow-up pairwise 

comparisons. 

F1 Duration – Stimulus 

Order Repeated 

Measures ANOVA 

Wilk’s λ F (df1, df2) p Partial η
2
 

Athena .08 266.91 (2, 49) <.001 .92 

Che .14 143.72 (2, 45) <.001 .87 

Manson .11 141.69 (2, 36) <.001 .89 

Morpheus .53 19.33 (2, 44) <.001 .47 

Table 11. The results of the Bonferroni-corrected repeated-measures ANOVAs for F1 duration as 

a function of stimulus order for each bird.  

 

Figure 18. Mean F2 durations with standard error as functions of stimulus order. Columns that 

share a letter category do not differ statistically from each other (within a bird) based on a 

Bonferroni-corrected repeated measures ANOVA. F2 durations did not differ, or they showed an 

inconsistent pattern of differences (when comparing between birds) over all three stimulus 

locations. (n’s (per bar): Athena = 51, Che = 47, Manson = 38, Morpheus = 46) 
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Figure 19 shows that F2 durations did not differ statistically between stimulus 

order for two of the four birds (Che, Morpheus). For the other two birds (Athena, 

Manson), the pattern of durations flattened out compared to the pattern of durations of F1 

and the patterns of F2 duration is also inconsistent between them. See table 12 for a 

summary of the repeated measures ANOVAs, and Table 12 for the follow-up pairwise 

comparisons. 

F2 Duration – Stimulus 

Order Repeated 

Measures ANOVA 

Wilk’s λ F (df1, df2) p Partial η
2
 

Athena .35 45.39 (2, 49) <.001 .65 

Che .92 2.03 (2, 45) .143 .08 

Manson .77 5.53 (2, 36) .008 .24 

Morpheus .88 2.95 (2, 44) .063 .12 

Table 12. The results of the Bonferroni-corrected repeated-measures ANOVAs for F2 duration as 

a function of stimulus order for each bird. 
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Chapter 4 

Discussion 

4.1 Summary and Interpretation of Results 

Goodale (1983) focused his analysis on head movements and identified the two 

hold (or fixation) phases F1 and F2 during a pecking sequence, but gave no attention to 

what the body did during pecking or how the head movements affected body position. A 

key difference between the present experiment and Goodale’s (1983) is that the current 

experiment had stimuli that appeared in three locations (left, center, and right), whereas 

Goodale’s experiment only had one location, directly in front of the birds. Another 

important difference is that the first stimulus in the current experiment always had a 

walking approach preceding it, whereas the pigeons in Goodale’s experiment presumably 

remained stationary throughout an entire experimental session.  

Goodale’s (1983) experiments used 10 birds and analyzed the means of their 

performance. Although the greater area of literature often uses numbers of birds ranging 

from four to six (Bloch et al., 1984; Green et al., 1994; Jager & Zeigler, 1991; Klein et 

al., 1985; Pratt, 1982; Troje & Frost, 2000; Wohlschläger et al., 1993), it was decided to 

analyze performance and behaviour of individual birds in the current experiment. This 

was done to demonstrate that although the birds do vary in their performance, they still 

show the same trends. 

While the main motivation behind the experiment was to examine F2 and F1 

durations and if they varied as a function of stimulus size, many other aspects of pigeons’ 

movement and behaviour were recorded as well. These other measurements and 
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observations of the pigeons’ behaviour are useful to consider, as they give a better 

understanding that durations are not the only important quality of the hold phases. In 

other words, during the hold phases, the heads of the pigeons are capable of varying in 

other dimensions such as angular orientation and distance from the target (and aspects of 

the body’s behaviour also vary). These dimensions, while not the primary focus of the 

present experiment, nevertheless show that pecking behaviour is complex, and composed 

of many qualities that each deserve to be considered before one can have a complete 

understanding of the behaviour. 

4.1.1 Body Displacement 

Body Distance from the Screen at the Time of the Peck 

The body’s distance from the screen at the time of the peck was recorded and 

measured to give a behavioural context to the pecking movements. The birds showed 

individual differences in the distances they kept their bodies from the screen while 

pecking, but these were likely due simply to the different sizes of the birds. More 

importantly, beginning with the body’s absolute distance from the screen at the time of 

the peck, the observations began to reveal a global trend that was detected frequently in 

other observations and analyses. Though the distance was small (below 1 cm), the 

pigeons’ bodies were closer to the screen at the time of the peck by a few millimetres for 

each of the flanking stimuli than for the center stimulus. It is the first evidence that over a 

variety of measurements, the pecking sequence for the center stimulus was different from 

that for the two flanking stimuli, due to the observation that the pigeons were in a 

walking approach to the screen during their peck at the center stimulus (but were 

stationary for the other two).  
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The importance of this observation is that it shows that pigeons can incorporate a 

peck at the end of an approach to a target when the body is still in motion. It also gives 

evidence that pigeons do not need to stand at a specific distance away from a target 

before pecking it. There may be an ideal range where they stand during pecks once their 

bodies have stopped walking, but initial pecks are able to be made beyond it.  

Body Displacement during F1 and F2 

This difference between the center and flanking stimuli became more apparent 

when examining the amount of body displacement during F1 and F2 between stimulus 

locations, measurements which again serve to give a behavioural context to the birds’ 

pecking movements. All four birds showed considerably more body displacement during 

F1 and F2 for the center stimulus than for either of the flanking stimuli, which were 

approximately equal (Figure 7). This is again due to the observation that pigeons were 

able to initiate the first pecking movement at the end of a walking sequence, and that F1 

and F2 could occur while the body is still in motion. 

The amount of body displacement for the two flanking stimuli during both F1 and 

F2 was considerably less than the amount of displacement for the center stimulus (Figure 

7). This is due to the pigeons no longer being in a walking phase while they pecked at the 

flanker stimuli. However, the observation that there was still some displacement during 

and F1 and F2 for the flanking stimuli shows that the body was not held perfectly 

stationary during pecking. 

Over all stimulus locations, the amount of displacement in F2 was less than in F1. 

For F1, the amount of displacement ranged between 3.93 mm to 22.36 mm, while in F2 it 
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ranged from 3.55 mm to only 13.12 mm. This showed that while body displacement 

occurred during pecking, more of it took place earlier in the pecking sequence than later. 

4.1.2 Head Rotation 

The next series of observations that help anchor the hold phases in a behavioural 

context concerned the angles of rotation of the head.   The only previous finding 

regarding head rotation or head tilt while pecking is again from Goodale (1983), who 

noticed that the pigeons in his experiments did not vary the pitch of their heads, and also 

favoured their left visual half field to view a stimulus while they were in F1. In other 

words, the pigeons turned their heads slightly to the right, although the stimulus still fell 

in the binocular field for both eyes (Goodale, 1983). 

 In the current experiment, I examined head movements over all three rotational 

axes (yaw, pitch, and roll) at three time points (F1, F2, and when the beak made contact 

with the screen). Similar to Goodale, pitch angle remained relatively similar over the 

three time points (Figure 9). There was a slight difference in pitch seen in F1, where all 

four birds had a more positive pitch angle for the center stimulus than for either of the 

two flanking stimuli (which were equal), but this was largely decreased by F2 and 

abolished at the time of screen contact. It is most likely another consequence of the 

walking movement prior to and during F1 for the center stimulus – the birds were rapidly 

slowing down their body, and this affected the angle of their head. 

 The yaw and roll angles however showed a distinct pattern (Figure 8 and Figure 

10). Neither showed large differences between stimulus location during F1 (especially 

over different birds), but by F2 the birds adopted a specific angle – different for each 

stimulus location – that became more exaggerated at the time of screen contact. For both 
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the yaw and roll axes, the birds turned/rolled their heads to the right for the right 

stimulus, left for the left stimulus, and showed some leftwards rotation and roll for the 

center stimulus as well.  

The slight yaw to the left for the center stimulus runs opposite to what Goodale 

found, but the findings for the flanker stimuli are not surprising based on the finding that 

the birds did not move their bodies on average more than a few millimeters for the 

flanking stimuli. If the body remains largely stationary after the center stimulus, the birds 

must extend their necks to either side for the flanking stimuli. In doing so, the head must 

rotate in the observed patterns in order to stay in the same relative position with respect to 

the neck – the yaw and roll angles for the flanking stimuli are intuitively in the same 

direction as the stimulus, and combined show that the birds do not have to use a 

consistent head rotation to peck stimuli. 

The observation that head-rotations have no pattern during F1 yet show the same 

patterns for F2 and at the time of the peck (Figure 8 and Figure 10) has significant impact 

for the hypothesized function of F1. The observation shows that pigeons have calculated 

– or at least begun to calculate – the approximate head rotation angles that they will use 

for the peck by F2. In other words, F1 is not just limited to deciding whether or not to 

peck at a target, but it also involves at least an approximate calculation of head angle and 

trajectory. Although the yaw and roll angles become more exaggerated at the time of the 

peck compared to F2, it is unknown if the calculation of head angle is modified at F2, or 

if it occurs solely in F1 and the pigeons use the entirety of the duration between F1 and 

the screen contact to make the movement. Due to F2 being a pause where rotation is held 
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still, it is possible that in F1 the pigeons make a coarse decision on a head rotation needed 

for the peck, and then in F2 calculate it more exactly. 

4.1.3 Head Position 

Stimulus Location 

After observing how the birds oriented their heads during pecking, it was 

examined if there were any differences between the distances the birds held their heads at 

during F1 and F2 between stimulus locations and between stimulus sizes.  

For stimulus location, it was found that with the exception of the F2 distances for 

Morpheus, the fixation distances from the beak to the screen for the center stimuli for 

both F1 and F2 were always farther from the screen than the distances for the two flanker 

stimuli, which did not differ (Figure 11). This is again attributed to the observation that 

the birds were still in a walking phase during the peck at the center stimulus; the birds 

had yet to come to a full stop and assume the position where they stand during the other 

pecks, and so the F1 and F2 fixations occurred farther away from the screen for the center 

stimulus than when the bird had come to a stop as seen for the pecks at the flanker 

stimuli. 

By F2 the difference between the distances of the center vs. the flanking stimuli 

were still statistically significantly different, but were much reduced (the differences in 

F1 distance were approximately 20 mm, and the differences in F2 were approximately 3 

mm). This is accounted for by the related decrease in the amount of body displacement 

made during F2 than F1, discussed in section 4.1.1. 

It is interesting to note that the differences in distance did not appear to greatly 

affect accuracy at least at the level of awareness in the birds. In other words, if the greater 
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beak-to-screen distance of F1 and F2 for the center stimulus caused any deficit in pecking 

accuracy, the birds did not realize, and kept the pattern of F1 and F2 distances. If there 

had been a drop in accuracy caused by the farther distance, they would presumably have 

corrected the F1 and F2 distances for the center stimuli, however this did not occur. 

While F2 always occurred closer to the stimulus than F1 (Figure 11), the distances 

for both fixation phases were different from those previously found by Goodale (1983). 

In his two experiments, which are the only previous work which has examined F1 and 

F2, he found average F1 distances of 82 mm and 97 mm, and average F2 distances of 55 

mm and 56 mm (Goodale, 1983). The current experiment found an average F1 distance 

of 55 mm, and an average F2 distance of 36 mm. Before going further with any 

comparison between the studies, it should be noted that Goodale’s experiments used the 

distance from the eye to the stimulus while the current experiment used the tip of the 

beak to the stimulus. The distance from the tip of the beak to the eye is approximately 10-

15 mm, and so when this constant is added to the current data the average F1 distance 

becomes 65-70 mm, and the average F2 distance becomes 46-51 mm. The F2 distances 

found in the current experiment are therefore approximately the same as those found in 

both of Goodale’s experiments. The F1 distances on the other hand differed between 

Goodale’s experiments, and the current experiment yielded a result which is closer to the 

screen than both of them.  

The reason for these differences remains unclear, but the fact that they exist lends 

support to the hypothesis that there is a functional difference between F1 and F2. If F1 is 

used to determine whether or not to peck as Goodale claims, the decision could be 

affected by a number of factors. Based on the above finding that F1 differs between three 
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experiments that each used a different kind of stimulus (illuminated keys, grain, and 

white circles on a screen), stimulus type may be one of these factors. However, further 

experimentation should be performed to test this hypothesis directly before any 

conclusions can be made. 

Stimulus Size 

From the current experiment’s data alone, a far clearer and astonishing factor that 

affected F1 and F2 distance was stimulus size. The effects of stimulus size were unable to 

be measured in the prior experiments by Goodale because each only used one type (and 

size) of stimulus. Although the type of stimulus differed between the two experiments, 

the sizes remained constant within them, giving an example of the benefits of the current 

experimental design. The current experiment employed five different sizes of circular 

stimuli, and an analysis showed that stimulus size had a consistent effect on both F1 and 

F2 distance across three of the four birds; as stimulus size increased, F1 and F2 distance 

also increased, up until a point where they plateaued and became constant (Figure 12).  

One can easily compare the finding to when a human leans in further to peer at 

smaller objects compared to larger objects, regardless of if the object was in focus when 

they were farther away. It is possible that the pigeons are functioning under similar 

impulses. The finding that decreasing stimulus size causes a decrease in distance from the 

screen for both F1 and F2 could imply that some function of both fixation phases is 

affected by stimulus size, or simply that F1 is affected, and F2 remains a constant 

distance from F1. 

The retinal image size of the stimulus appears not to be the deciding reason for 

the differences in beak-to-screen distance, as the distance does not vary by the same 
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factor as stimulus size. Stimuli increased consecutively by a factor of 1.6, whereas the 

beak-to-screen distance increased by a relatively constant factor of between 1.1 and 1.2 

for the smallest three stimulus sizes both across birds and between F1 and F2, and then 

plateaued (Figure 12). In other words, both the stimulus size and the beak-to-screen 

distance increased consistently, however the size of the increase differed. 

This finding that the distances of F1 and F2 to the screen varied depending on 

stimulus size in a consistent manner is novel, and bears important consideration. If in F1 

pigeons are making the decision whether or not to peck at a target and in F2 they are 

calculating things such as exact stimulus position and the size and depth of the target, 

more precise and accurate information for these decisions would logically be obtained if 

the eyes were closer to the stimulus. If more precise information is needed to peck 

smaller stimuli, the finding that pigeons fixate at a closer distance for smaller stimuli 

therefore supports the proposed function of F2. 

4.1.4 F1 and F2 Durations 

The above observations and analyses all serve to give context to the main 

analyses of the experiment, which examine the durations of F1 and F2 over three 

variables: stimulus size, stimulus location, and stimulus order. The main goal of the 

analyses was to identifying other factors which affect F1 and F2, which would help give a 

better understanding of the functions that F1 and F2 serve. The underlying assumption of 

the experiment is that higher amounts or difficulties of calculation require longer periods 

of time to compute.  

It was hypothesized that F1 is mainly used to make a decision of whether or not to 

peck, and F2 is used to collect information such as the size and depth of a target required 
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to pre-program the final peck. In other words, F1 is thought to be used for decision 

making, and F2 is thought to be used for motor planning of the final ballistic movement. 

F1 and F2 durations as Functions of Stimulus Location and Stimulus Order 

Following these hypotheses, there is no prior experimental evidence that would 

suggest that there should be differences in F2 durations between stimulus location or 

order. One could possibly expect that F2 durations would vary between stimulus 

locations if the flanking stimuli were more difficult to peck due to them being at more of 

an angle to the bird’s body. If this was true the birds would spend longer in F2 to 

calculate the more difficult pecking trajectory, but the findings of the current experiment 

do not support this idea.  

For both stimulus location (Figure 16) and stimulus order (Figure 18), the current 

experiment shows that F2 duration did not vary. This is in line with the hypothesis that 

F2 is used to calculate fine details of the stimulus needed for the final ballistic pecking 

movement that occurs after it; once the birds have decided to peck a stimulus in F1, the 

calculations of the size and depth of the stimuli were unaffected by where the stimulus is, 

or in what positional order it occurred.  

On the other hand, the current experiment shows evidence that both of these 

variables (stimulus location and stimulus order) affected the duration of F1 in different 

ways. 

Following the trend of the rest of the analyses described above, F1 duration for 

the center stimulus was different (in this case, shorter) than that for the two flanker 

stimuli, which are approximately equal (Figure 15). It is another example of the effect of 

the birds still being in a walking phase during F1 for the center stimulus (and gives 
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further evidence that the final hold phases of a walking sequence can also function as F1 

and F2 phases).  

The results of F1 durations compared between stimulus order are more difficult to 

interpret. For three of the birds, F1 durations were shortest for the first stimulus (which 

was always the center stimulus), longest for the second stimulus, and somewhere between 

the lengths of the first two durations for the third stimulus (for the fourth bird, Morpheus, 

the F1 durations for the first and third stimulus did not significantly differ) (Figure 17).  

One could hypothesize that stimulus order relates to the amount of information 

the birds had about where the stimulus was going to be: they had seen the location of the 

first stimulus (at least in their peripheral vision) for the entire duration of their approach 

to the screen from the opposite end of the table where they fed, and so by the time they 

had reached the screen they had seen where the stimulus was for many seconds. The birds 

had no information about the location of the second stimulus however, as its location was 

randomized within every trial – it was equally likely to appear on either the left or the 

right side of the center stimulus that the birds just pecked. The amount of information 

regarding the third stimulus might therefore be between the first two; the birds had not 

seen it (as is the case for the first stimulus), but if they are capable of learning the order 

sequence (that the third stimulus always appears on the opposite side of the center 

stimulus as the second stimulus), they would be able to deduce where the third stimulus 

would appear. Even if the birds did learn the order sequence however, they would still 

have had to perform a more complex cognitive process of deduction compared to the 

visual information they had about the first stimulus. 
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The above hypothesis would predict the results that were found; if more 

information about stimulus location (or the same amount of information but computed 

more easily, as is the difference between the first and third stimuli) allowed the pigeons 

to make the decision of whether or not to peck a stimulus quicker, then F1 durations 

should show the same pattern as the amount of stimulus information as described above. 

The hypothesis would predict shortest durations for the first stimulus, longest durations 

for the second stimulus, and durations somewhere in between for the third stimulus. 

Since the results of the current experiment yielded this same pattern, it would appear to 

support the hypothesis that during F1 the birds are deciding whether or not to peck at a 

target: the more information they had about a target, the less time they spent thinking 

about it before pecking it. 

However, it is important to remember that the birds were still in a walking phase 

for the first stimulus, and not for the second or third stimuli. It is possible that if the birds 

had come to a stop before pecking the first stimulus and were therefore stationary for all 

three stimuli, no differences would be seen between the F1 durations for the first and 

third stimuli, but this is impossible to determine without further experimentation. The 

finding that birds were in a walking phase for the first stimulus also does not explain the 

differences in F1 duration found between the second and third stimuli. 

The finding that F1 differed between all three stimulus order positions (Figure 17) 

is made even more complicated by the finding that F1 began prior to the onset of the 

stimulus for both of the second two stimuli (as described in Chapter 2 there is a 0.2 s 

delay between the pecking of any stimulus and the appearance of the next. The F1 phase 

began sometime within this delay). This shows that regardless of the fact that the birds 
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had not seen two of the stimuli before initiating F1, the order of the stimulus still had an 

effect on F1 duration. It is possible therefore that the time pigeons spent in F1 before the 

stimulus appears was not wasted; the birds used it to make at least some part of the 

decision of whether or not to peck the next stimulus even though they did not yet know 

visually where it will appear, and this allowed them to respond faster when the stimulus 

did appear. However, more research needs to be done in order to make conclusions 

concerning these findings. 

In summary, there appears to be an effect of stimulus order on F1 duration, which 

may reflect the amount of information (or computation time to acquire it), however it 

remains unclear exactly why this effect occurs. 

F1 Duration as a Function of Stimulus Size 

The experiment was designed with five sizes (radii: 2.54 mm, 4.04 mm, 6.43 mm, 

10.17 mm, and 16.15 mm) based on the hypothesis that pigeons would require more time 

to calculate specific details about small stimuli compared to larger stimuli. If the 

hypothesis that pigeons calculate these details during F2 is true, then F2 durations should 

increase with smaller stimulus sizes. It was unknown if this would have an effect on F1 

duration, which was hypothesized to be where the pigeons decided whether or not to peck 

a stimulus.  

The results show that F1 is indeed affected by stimulus size. The lengths of the F1 

durations found in the current experiment can be divided into two groups; one for the two 

smallest stimuli and a second for the three largest stimuli (Figure 13). This leads to the 

interpretation that pigeons may have an understanding of their accuracy rates and their 

ability to peck different sizes of stimuli. 
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If the birds have an understanding that sometimes they miss the targets that they 

peck at and that they miss small targets more frequently than large targets, it is reasonable 

to assume that they would take longer to decide whether or not to peck smaller stimuli 

than larger stimuli, as pecks directed at smaller targets have a higher chance of being a 

waste of energy (a non-ideal behaviour), 

In this perspective, the finding that F1 separates into two groups is not surprising; 

once a stimulus reaches a certain size it is no more difficult to peck than anything larger 

than it, and so the pigeons would spend the same amount of time deciding whether or not 

to spend the energy to peck it as they would for any size larger than it. In the current 

experiment, this group division would occur between the second and third stimulus sizes.  

In a departure from Goodale’s findings, the mean F1 durations as a whole were 

different than those that found in either of his experiments. Birds in both of Goodale’s 

experiments and those used in the current experiment showed relatively large individual 

differences, but averaged within an experiment they form three distinct groups. In his 

first experiment when pigeons were pecking at keys he found a mean F1 duration of 140 

ms, and in the second experiment where pigeons were pecking at grain he found a mean 

F1 duration of 220 ms (Goodale, 1983). In the current experiment which had pigeons 

pecking at circular stimuli, the mean F1 duration over all sizes was 206.38 ms. With the 

knowledge that each of the three experiments used different types of targets, it is possible 

that F1 duration is affected not just by stimulus size, as shown in the current experiment, 

but by stimulus type (keys vs seeds vs circular stimuli on a screen). 
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F2 Duration as a Function of Stimulus Size 

The effect of stimulus size on F2 duration is more complex. For all of the stimuli 

except the largest size in three of the four birds, F2 duration decreased with increasing 

stimulus size (Figure 14), lending support to the idea that smaller stimuli require more 

time to calculate the finer details about them such as size and depth before pigeons peck 

at them. However, once stimulus size reached a certain size, F2 durations began to 

increase, creating a ‘U’ shape to the graph of F2 duration as a function of stimulus size 

(Figure 14).  

This ‘U’ is thought to be the result of very large stimuli creating indecision that is 

not present for the smaller stimuli. When one examines Figure 5 it can be seen that the 

amount of pecks is clustered more tightly for the smaller stimuli than for the larger 

stimuli. With small stimuli, the birds must calculate details about a specific small shape 

and plan a motor movement that is highly accurate, which is logically a harder task that 

requires more computation than pecking at a larger circle where some amount of error 

can be tolerated and the peck will still count as a hit. This explains the decrease in F2 

duration for the first few increasing sizes of stimuli. 

However, when the stimuli become even larger, a new problem occurs which the 

pigeons have not encountered before in their daily lives. The birds can open their beaks 

wide enough to peck the smallest stimulus as if it was a seed, which they are familiar 

with doing every time they feed. With large stimuli however, which in this experiment 

are far larger than anything they would peck at in their regular lives while feeding, the 

pigeons did not know where within the circle they should peck – they could peck 

anywhere within it and still be accurate. The larger pecking distribution shown in Figure 
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6 shows that the birds varied the location within the large stimuli they pecked in a broad 

elliptical pattern. With the added factor that the stimuli had no texture (they were uniform 

white circles), there may be an amount of indecision that occurs in choosing between 

these locations within a singular stimulus, which resulted in a lengthened F2 duration. 

In this sense, the findings of F2 duration can still support the current experiment’s 

reasoning and the hypothesis; smaller stimuli cause an increase in the duration of time 

spent in F2, however new difficulties arise for the pigeons when the stimuli grow too 

large. 

 Similar to the findings in F1, the F2 durations found in the current experiment 

differed from those found in Goodale’s. In his two experiments, he found that F2 

durations did not differ significantly from each other (103 ms for the key experiment, and 

93 ms for the grain experiment), and the current experiment has a mean F2 duration of 

124.36 ms when all sizes are combined.  

It is unknown why these differences occurred. They may be a result of the 

experimental code which detected the hold phases using different thresholds of 

movement than Goodale’s analysis (which is also a possibility for the F1 durations), or, 

like F1, they may somehow be related to the type of stimulus used.  

4.2 Limitations 

Although the current experiment yielded significant (and in some cases, novel) 

results there were a series of shortcomings to it which should be considered when 

interpreting the data. 
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4.2.1 Accuracy 

It is important to take into account the limitations of the systems when analyzing 

accuracy rates. The exact precision of the motion capture system and its conversion into 

Matlab is unknown – for the smallest stimuli, it is possible that a large number of misses 

registered by the system were in reality hits. Due to this, the touchscreen accuracy rate is 

in some ways a more reliable measure of performance, as the touchscreen was also what 

dictated the experimental procedure and what pecks were reinforced (the motion capture 

system did not affect whether or not a stimulus changed/a food reward was given).  

Another important detail to consider when assessing overall performance is mean 

session completion time. While Athena and Che show almost identical touchscreen 

accuracy rates, Che’s mean session completion time is over a minute shorter than 

Athena’s, which shows both consistency and reliability in completing the task (Table 1).  

Lastly, the number of missed touchscreen pecks (Table 1) is worthwhile to 

consider, as it shows how the different birds’ pecking styles resulted in highly variable 

statistical performance. For example, Che has a higher total number of pecks than Athena 

with a fewer number of sessions completed, however the touchscreen failed to detect 785 

more of his pecks than Athena’s, which is greater than the difference between their total 

numbers of pecks (656). 

4.2.2 Performance during the Experiment 

While the majority of trials were performed well and the series of events in the 

procedure could not be violated, within them it was possible for birds to delay the 

sequence in various stages by certain behaviours, which occurred occasionally. Most of 

the disruptions or inconsistences stemmed from the birds’ tendency to temporarily give 
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up on a stimulus. An example of this is that birds would often approach the screen after 

feeding, and then upon seeing that the stimulus was small, go back to the feeder. This 

behaviour could repeat numerous times until they finally went all the way to the screen 

and started pecking. 

In some trials when the birds missed a stimulus several times in a row they would 

abort pecking at it and walk to the feeder. After seeing that there was no food they would 

return to the screen and complete the trial, but the time it took them to do this would vary. 

At any point they would also occasionally stop any given action (pecking or walking) if 

they were distracted, such as if they heard a loud noise from outside the experimental 

room. 

4.2.3 Limitations of the Experimental Setup 

The first limitation in the experimental setup lies in the touchscreen used to detect 

pecks. The screen uses a grid of infrared beams which, when broken, register contact. 

The first problem with this method is in that the beams have a coarse resolution – the 

distance between them is 5.2 mm. This resulted in the screen not registering a high 

number of pecks that the birds made, leading them to peck multiple times correctly for 

only one registered hit, and also potentially miss and incur no penalty. The result of these 

screen errors is that the birds most likely saw the task as something other than a 1:1 peck-

to-effect schedule. It is unknown what effect this would have on them, but nevertheless it 

is not optimal. 

The screen failing to register pecks was also a leading cause of the birds 

temporarily aborting a trial. Sometimes, after the screen did not register multiple pecks, 

the birds would stop pecking and walk away from the screen. The most common 
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destination was the feeder, and upon seeing that there was no food present they would 

walk back to the screen and continue the trial. This should not have affected accuracy 

rate, but it greatly affected the time it took to complete a trial, and more importantly, the 

approach sequence for the different stimuli. The design of the experiment was set so that 

there would be an approach leading up to the center stimulus, but the birds would already 

be at the screen for the two flanking stimuli. If the flanker stimuli were temporarily 

aborted however, they would have an approach prior to them when the bird returned. This 

appears not to have greatly affected the overall trend of the data due to the experiment 

still yielding effects of the approach for the center stimulus alone, however it remains a 

drawback to the technology used, and future experiments should seek ways to solve it. 

Another shortcoming resulting from the touchscreen’s resolution was the limit it 

placed on stimulus size. The smallest size used, with a radius of 2.54 mm, was as small a 

stimulus as the touch screen could detect based on calibration by the experimenters. 

Stimuli with a radius of 2.54 mm as well as the next size of 4.04 mm are a close 

approximation to the size of seeds the pigeons feed on, and the other three sizes are all 

much larger. Effects were found between the five sizes, but it is unknown if the trends 

would continue with even smaller sizes. 

A drawback to the experimental setup lay in the placements of the markers on the 

pigeons. The marker structures for the head and back served to keep the identification of 

them consistent, however minute differences in the placement of the structures on the 

pigeons was unavoidable. The Velcro patches on the birds were approximately the same 

size as the marker structures and the experimenters took care to always attempt to align 

them as close to the same placement each time, but human error caused slight variations 
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in placement between days and experimental sessions. This is especially noticeable in the 

head rotational angles seen between the birds. Due to individual variability in Velcro-

patch placement, the head structure was placed at different angles (particularly in pitch) 

on the birds’ skulls, giving each bird a different ‘natural’ set of head rotational angles. 

This made any comparisons between birds to be analysed with caution, as even 

moderately large differences in angles or any head or body distance-to-screen 

measurement exist between them. 

4.2.4 Behaviour and Limitations Concerning the Subjects 

Further, birds occasionally scratched at or shook their heads during an 

experimental session. If any major head-structure displacement was noticed as a result of 

this the session was discarded, but it is possible that slight changes went undetected. 

A limitation to the experimental procedure that affected (or in this case, did not 

affect) the pigeons was the use of punishment. The design was that if a bird missed a 

peck, the stimulus would become green for three seconds while a tone was played and 

any pecks made during this time (correct or incorrect) would have no effect (the 

punishment was the time-delay). The idea behind this method was to encourage birds to 

accurately peck the stimuli. However, most birds seemed unaffected by the changes in 

the stimulus, and continued to peck it while it was green, showing little evidence that 

they learned when it occurred (as punishment for a miss) or that it was effective in its 

goal of acting as motivation to be more accurate. This could be due to the pigeons not 

learning the association between missing, the stimulus turning green, and the punishment 

tone, or they may just never have learned that pecking a green target could never result in 

a progression to the next target and instead saw every target as potentially requiring 
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multiple pecks before a change happened. Future experiments should consider modifying 

the procedure to make any punishment more salient and effective, or simply not include 

it. 

A global limitation to the generalizability of the experiment and its conclusions is 

that the subject pool consisted of only four birds. Six birds were trained and learned the 

experimental procedure, however in the final stage, when the marker structures were 

placed on them, two of the pigeons no longer performed the task, and further training did 

not help. The experiment was therefore run on the four remaining birds. Similar 

experiments in the surrounding literature often have similar sizes of subject pool (Bloch 

et al., 1984; Green et al., 1994; Jager & Zeigler, 1991; Klein et al., 1985; Pratt, 1982; 

Troje & Frost, 2000; Wohlschläger et al., 1993), however using more subjects would 

strengthen the findings. 

This is especially true when there is considerable variability between individual 

birds, such as in the current experiment. The birds varied in their accuracy rates, the time 

it took them to complete a session, and numerous other factors of their behaviour such as 

scratching their head patches and their persistence in completing a trial. The individual 

variability was also evident in the analyses, when often only three of the four birds 

showed a given effect. A larger sample size would produce a more reliable mean across 

birds, and therefore give a better indication of any general trends. 

4.3 Future Directions 

The current experiment found significant results over a broad range of areas; from 

head-to-stimulus distances to F1 and F2 durations. Many of the findings however are 

tentative or unclear without further research to examine them more specifically. 
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An experiment designed to more directly examine F1 duration is currently being 

performed. It operates on the hypothesis that F1 is used not only to make the decision of 

whether or not to peck, but to make the decision between which of two stimuli to peck. 

Pigeons are given a discrimination task: two stimuli which are each surrounded by a 

square of different colour (yellow or red) and the birds are trained that pecking the 

stimulus within one colour gives a food reward, while pecking the other does not. In the 

experiment, the colours vary on a gradient, and are therefore more or less similar to each 

other in any given trial. If F1 is used in discrimination between deciding which of two 

targets to peck, its duration should increase the more similar the borders of the two 

targets are. F2 duration would not be expected to change because the target itself 

(particularly its size) is kept constant. 

 The current experiment yielded a surprising result of F1 and F2 distances 

increasing for larger stimuli, although a plateau in beak-to-screen distance was seen to be 

reached for large stimuli. If an experimental setup was created that was capable of using 

smaller stimuli than the current experiment used (unimpeded by the limit placed by the 

current touch-screen resolution), it would be possible to increase the range of sizes and 

determine if the trend of decreasing beak-to-screen distance held for even smaller sizes, 

or if it too plateaued as it appears to do for large sizes. 

 A final proposed experiment extends the findings from both the current 

experiment and those from Goodale (1983), who found that when a small (2 mm) black 

dot was placed on the key, the pigeons pecked specifically at the dot. This effect was also 

found by Jenkins and Sainsbury (1970) regardless of where on the key it was placed. If a 

small black dot was used in the current experiment, it could potentially abolish the ‘U’ 
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shape found for F2 duration, as it would give the pigeons a specific target within the large 

stimuli to peck at. However, it is possible that this would also eliminate any effect on F2 

duration by stimulus size (which was the reason why this was not done in the current 

experiment). 

4.4 Conclusions 

The current experiment yielded interesting observations and significant results 

over a variety of variables, some expected, some not. The core reason and hypothesis for 

the experiment was partially validated; F2 duration was found to vary with changing 

stimulus size, giving evidence that pigeons use it to calculate finer details about a target 

and to plan the final ballistic movement of a peck. However, this finding was also found 

to be more complicated by the existence of a ‘U’ shaped curve seen as the stimuli get 

very large when comparing F2 duration as a function of stimulus size.  

F1 too was found to be affected by stimulus size, and evidence was also found 

that implies that it is used to determine at least the approximate head rotational angles 

which the birds used in the final pecking movement. This adds another function to F1 

apart from it being the time during which pigeons make the decision of whether or not to 

peck a stimulus. Pigeons were also found to vary the head-to-target distance of F1 

depending on stimulus size, with birds moving closer as stimuli became smaller. 

 Overall, the current experiment has found that the functions and qualities of F1 

and F2 are more complicated and broader than what had previously been discovered. 

Goodale’s findings from 1983 have been expanded on, and new areas of research have 

been identified that will likely yield interesting findings if they are examined further. 
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Appendix A 

Tables of Statistical Results 

Pairwise 

Comparisons for 

F1-Distance-

Stimulus Location 

Comparison (F1 

distance, between 

locations) 

Mean Difference 
Standard 

Error 
p 

Athena 1-2 19.07 1.39 <.001 

Athena 1-3 -1.87 .40 <.001 

Athena 2-3 -20.94 1.41 <.001 

Che 1-2 14.72 1.32 <.001 

Che 1-3 -.70 1.04 1 

Che 2-3 -15.41 1.14 <.001 

Manson 1-2 29.03 2.07 <.001 

Manson 1-3 -.43 .90 1 

Manson 2-3 -29.46 2.06 <.001 

Morpheus 1-2 18.08 2.77 <.001 

Morpheus 1-3 .35 1.17 1 

Morpheus 2-3 -17.73 2.91 <.001 

Table 13. The results of the follow-up pairwise comparisons between F1 distances as a function 

of stimulus location for each bird. 

Pairwise 

Comparisons for 

F2 Distance-

Stimulus Location 

Comparison (F2 

distance, between 

locations) 

Mean Difference 
Standard 

Error 
Significance 

Athena 1-2 6.06 .68 <.001 

Athena 1-3 .80 .50 .35 

Athena 2-3 -5.27 .69 <.001 

Che 1-2 3.99 .93 <.001 

Che 1-3 .31 .87 1 

Che 2-3 -3.78 .69 <.001 

Manson 1-2 4.92 .84 <.001 

Manson 1-3 .20 .76 1 

Manson 2-3 -4.71 .82 <.001 

Morpheus 1-2 -1.94 .98 .16 

Morpheus 1-3 2.55 1.15 .09 

Morpheus 2-3 4.94 1.14 .001 

Table 14. The results of the follow-up pairwise comparisons between F2 distances as a function 

of stimulus location for each bird. 
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Pairwise 

Comparisons for 

F1 Distance-

Stimulus Size 

Comparison (F1 

distance, between 

sizes) 

Mean Difference 
Standard 

Error 
p 

Athena 1-2 6.44 1.07 <.001 

Athena 1-3 18.61 1.52 <.001 

Athena 1-4 19.33 1.15 <.001 

Athena 1-5 19.10 1.24 <.001 

Athena 2-3 12.16 1.62 <.001 

Athena 2-4 12.89 1.24 <.001 

Athena 2-5 16.66 1.43 <.001 

Athena 3-4 .73 1.72 1 

Athena 3-5 .50 1.59 1 

Athena 4-5 -2.3 1.34 1 

Che 1-2 7.40 1.59 <.001 

Che 1-3 18.35 1.54 <.001 

Che 1-4 19.61 1.67 <.001 

Che 1-5 20.68 1.58 <.001 

Che 2-3 10.95 1.56 <.001 

Che 2-4 12.21 2.28 <.001 

Che 2-5 13.27 2.05 <.001 

Che 3-4 1.26 1.92 1 

Che 3-5 2.34 1.92 1 

Che 4-5 1.07 1.71 1 

Manson 1-2 7.82 1.99 .003 

Manson 1-3 17.42 2.03 <.001 

Manson 1-4 25.81 1.75 <.001 

Manson 1-5 26.12 1.98 <.001 

Manson 2-3 9.60 1.93 <.001 

Manson 2-4 17.99 2.02 <.001 

Manson 2-5 18.30 2.07 <.001 

Manson 3-4 8.39 2.40 .013 

Manson 3-5 8.70 2.09 .002 

Manson 4-5 .31 2.04 1 

Morpheus 1-2 9.00 1.79 <.001 

Morpheus 1-3 18.99 4.78 .003 

Morpheus 1-4 6.48 2.10 .034 

Morpheus 1-5 5.07 1.38 .007 

Morpheus 2-3 9.98 4.55 .334 

Morpheus 2-4 -2.52 2.49 1 

Morpheus 2-5 -3.94 1.91 .452 

Morpheus 3-4 -12.51 5.00 .161 

Morpheus 3-5 -13.92 4.75 .053 

Morpheus 4-5 -1.41 2.24 1 

Table 15. The results of the follow-up pairwise comparisons between F1 distances as a function 

of stimulus size for each bird. 
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Pairwise 

Comparisons for 

F2 Distance-

Stimulus Size 

Comparison (F1 

distance, between 

sizes) 

Mean Difference 
Standard 

Error 
p 

Athena 1-2 2.18 .82 .10 

Athena 1-3 7.23 .88 <.001 

Athena 1-4 8.86 .75 <.001 

Athena 1-5 11.05 .70 <.001 

Athena 2-3 5.05 .88 <.001 

Athena 2-4 6.68 .73 <.001 

Athena 2-5 8.87 .84 <.001 

Athena 3-4 1.63 .88 .713 

Athena 3-5 3.82 .82 <.001 

Athena 4-5 2.19 .78 .07 

Che 1-2 4.14 .92 <.001 

Che 1-3 9.94 .99 <.001 

Che 1-4 13.89 .99 <.001 

Che 1-5 16.57 .93 <.001 

Che 2-3 5.80 1.07 <.001 

Che 2-4 9.77 1.12 <.001 

Che 2-5 12.43 1.11 <.001 

Che 3-4 4.00 .89 .001 

Che 3-5 6.63 .125 <.001 

Che 4-5 2.67 .98 .09 

Manson 1-2 6.36 1.23 <.001 

Manson 1-3 10.84 1.35 <.001 

Manson 1-4 13.29 1.18 <.001 

Manson 1-5 18.37 1.23 <.001 

Manson 2-3 4.48 1.42 .031 

Manson 2-4 6.93 1.23 <.001 

Manson 2-5 12.01 1.35 <.001 

Manson 3-4 2.46 1.26 .60 

Manson 3-5 7.53 1.21 <.001 

Manson 4-5 5.07 1.28 .003 

Morpheus 1-2 7.39 1.44 <.001 

Morpheus 1-3 14.05 1.59 <.001 

Morpheus 1-4 13.63 1.19 <.001 

Morpheus 1-5 9.58 1.12 <.001 

Morpheus 2-3 6.66 1.70 .003 

Morpheus 2-4 6.24 1.36 <.001 

Morpheus 2-5 2.19 1.74 1 

Morpheus 3-4 -.42 1.71 1 

Morpheus 3-5 -4.48 1.75 .14 

Morpheus 4-5 -4.05 1.29 .029 

Table 16. The results of the follow-up pairwise comparisons between F2 distances as of a 

function of stimulus size for each bird. 
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Pairwise 

Comparisons for 

F1 Duration-

Stimulus Size 

Comparison (F1 

duration, between 

sizes) 

Mean Difference 
Standard 

Error 
p 

Athena 1-2 5.12 4.85 1 

Athena 1-3 25.09 4.10 <.001 

Athena 1-4 27.78 5.24 <.001 

Athena 1-5 23.30 5.03 <.001 

Athena 2-3 19.97 4.88 .002 

Athena 2-4 22.65 4.62 <.001 

Athena 2-5 18.18 4.65 .003 

Athena 3-4 2.68 4.29 1 

Athena 3-5 -1.79 4.34 1 

Athena 4-5 -4.47 4.84 1 

Che 1-2 24.21 5.45 .001 

Che 1-3 46.23 5.71 <.001 

Che 1-4 55.11 9.06 <.001 

Che 1-5 54.55 6.90 <.001 

Che 2-3 22.02 5.74 .004 

Che 2-4 30.89 8.55 .007 

Che 2-5 30.34 7.39 .002 

Che 3-4 8.88 7.23 1 

Che 3-5 8.32 6.75 1 

Che 4-5 -.552 9.54 1 

Manson 1-2 11.47 5.85 .057 

Manson 1-3 36.71 5.43 <.001 

Manson 1-4 38.53 5.50 <.001 

Manson 1-5 43.12 5.72 <.001 

Manson 2-3 25.24 5.02 <.001 

Manson 2-4 27.06 4.42 <.001 

Manson 2-5 31.63 5.54 <.001 

Manson 3-4 1.82 5.33 .735 

Manson 3-5 6.40 6.35 .320 

Manson 4-5 4.58 5.49 .410 

Morpheus 1-2 22.64 7.94 .066 

Morpheus 1-3 48.16 8.11 <.001 

Morpheus 1-4 42.10 8.27 <.001 

Morpheus 1-5 35.39 6.98 <.001 

Morpheus 2-3 25.52 7.21 .009 

Morpheus 2-4 19.46 5.60 .011 

Morpheus 2-5 12.75 5.75 .317 

Morpheus 3-4 -6.06 6.77 1 

Morpheus 3-5 -12.77 5.88 .352 

Morpheus 4-5 -6.71 5.07 1 

Table 17. The results of the follow-up pairwise comparisons between F1 durations a function of 

stimulus size for each bird. 
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Pairwise 

Comparisons for 

F2 Duration-

Stimulus Size 

Comparison (F2 

duration, between 

sizes) 

Mean Difference 
Standard 

Error 
p 

Athena 1-2 15.68 4.77 .019 

Athena 1-3 26.60 5.14 <.001 

Athena 1-4 21.34 4.44 <.001 

Athena 1-5 3.15 4.65 1 

Athena 2-3 10.92 4.35 .153 

Athena 2-4 5.66 5.38 1 

Athena 2-5 -12.53 5.05 .165 

Athena 3-4 -5.26 5.03 1 

Athena 3-5 -23.45 4.57 <.001 

Athena 4-5 -18.19 4.50 .002 

Che 1-2 24.21 2.84 <.001 

Che 1-3 33.62 4.56 <.001 

Che 1-4 46.34 4.93 <.001 

Che 1-5 45.34 4.16 <.001 

Che 2-3 9.41 4.44 .394 

Che 2-4 22.14 5.06 .001 

Che 2-5 21.13 4.46 <.001 

Che 3-4 12.72 3.60 .009 

Che 3-5 11.72 3.57 .020 

Che 4-5 -1.01 3.56 1 

Manson 1-2 -.53 5.81 1 

Manson 1-3 17.06 5.73 .052 

Manson 1-4 34.22 5.72 <.001 

Manson 1-5 13.25 5.37 .184 

Manson 2-3 17.56 5.07 .014 

Manson 2-4 34.74 5.54 <.001 

Manson 2-5 13.78 6.01 .276 

Manson 3-4 17.18 5.34 .029 

Manson 3-5 -3.78 5.99 1 

Manson 4-5 -20.96 4.47 <.001 

Morpheus 1-2 11.46 6.24 .728 

Morpheus 1-3 16.52 6.18 .104 

Morpheus 1-4 19.49 6.53 .046 

Morpheus 1-5 7.72 6.39 1 

Morpheus 2-3 5.06 4.33 1 

Morpheus 2-4 8.03 3.53 2.77 

Morpheus 2-5 -3.78 4.52 1 

Morpheus 3-4 2.97 3.97 1 

Morpheus 3-5 -8.80 4.65 .65 

Morpheus 4-5 -11.77 4.04 .055 

Table 18. The results of the follow-up pairwise comparisons between F2 durations as a function 

of stimulus size for each bird. 
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Pairwise 

Comparisons for 

F1 Duration-

Stimulus Location 

Comparison (F1 

duration, between 

locations) 

Mean Difference 
Standard 

Error 
p 

Athena 1-2 93.71 4.33 <.001 

Athena 1-3 13.72 3.60 .001 

Athena 2-3 -79.99 4.40 <.001 

Che 1-2 62.51 5.28 <.001 

Che 1-3 -8.03 3.61 .093 

Che 2-3 -70.54 4.85 <.001 

Manson 1-2 74.92 5.48 <.001 

Manson 1-3 7.16 4.41 .341 

Manson 2-3 -97.78 5.02 <.001 

Morpheus 1-2 16.67 3.46 <.001 

Morpheus 1-3 6.21 5.50 .796 

Morpheus 2-3 -10.47 4.99 .124 

Table 19. The results of the follow-up pairwise comparisons between F1 durations as a function 

of stimulus location for each bird. 

Pairwise 

Comparisons for 

F2 Duration-

Stimulus Location 

Comparison (F2 

duration, between 

locations) 

Mean Difference 
Standard 

Error 
p 

Athena 1-2 -30.33 2.94 <.001 

Athena 1-3 -22.18 3.48 <.001 

Athena 2-3 8.15 3.62 .087 

Che 1-2 -5.67 4.54 .654 

Che 1-3 .87 3.92 1 

Che 2-3 6.55 3.35 .170 

Manson 1-2 -10.39 5.29 .172 

Manson 1-3 -34.89 5.41 <.001 

Manson 2-3 -24.50 4.47 <.001 

Morpheus 1-2 1.01 3.05 1 

Morpheus 1-3 -.69 3.57 1 

Morpheus 2-3 -1.69 2.86 1 

Table 20. The results of the follow-up pairwise comparisons between F2 durations as a function 

of stimulus location for each bird. 
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Pairwise 

Comparisons for 

F1 Duration-

Stimulus Order 

Comparison (F1 

order, between 

locations) 

Mean Difference 
Standard 

Error 
p 

Athena 1-2 -104.62 4.51 <.001 

Athena 1-3 -71.43 4.42 <.001 

Athena 2-3 33.19 3.96 <.001 

Che 1-2 -76.66 4.55 <.001 

Che 1-3 -56.98 5.41 <.001 

Che 2-3 19.68 3.63 <.001 

Manson 1-2 -82.26 4.82 <.001 

Manson 1-3 -61.41 5.25 <.001 

Manson 2-3 20.86 3.97 <.001 

Morpheus 1-2 -24.35 3.93 <.001 

Morpheus 1-3 -1.69 4.22 1 

Morpheus 2-3 22.66 5.04 <.001 

Table 21. The results of the follow-up pairwise comparisons between F1 durations as a function 

of stimulus order for each bird.  

Pairwise 

Comparisons for 

F2 Order-Stimulus 

Location 

Comparison (F2 

order, between 

locations) 

Mean Difference 
Standard 

Error 
p 

Athena 1-2 12.74 3.81 .005 

Athena 1-3 25.72 2.70 <.001 

Athena 2-3 12.98 3.47 .001 

Che 1-2 4.06 3.50 .753 

Che 1-3 8.28 4.08 .146 

Che 2-3 4.21 3.21 .589 

Manson 1-2 -15.23 5.26 .019 

Manson 1-3 1.44 4.48 1 

Manson 2-3 16.67 5.25 .009 

Morpheus 1-2 -5.20 2.90 .240 

Morpheus 1-3 2.29 2.78 1 

Morpheus 2-3 7.49 3.12 .061 

Table 22. The results of the follow-up pairwise comparisons between F2 durations as a function 

of stimulus order for each bird. 
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